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CHAPI'ER I 
I NrrRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study is to make a collec-
tion of tests in the area of physical education and 
to classify them according to three general areas of 
physica l fitness, motor ability, and sports skills 
tests. This will enable the individual who is seek-
ing a test to come to one source and find the types 
of tests which are available in these areas. 
Testing is not a new phase in the field of 
physical education. As early as 1861 in the United 
States, studies of measurement were reported. 
Measurement has steadily increased since that time. 
To prepare an adequate physical education program 
measurement must be used and the tests must be given 
with a definite objective in view. 
The tests are classified into three areas as 
follows: 
1. Physical Fitness Tests - Sometimes called 
Motor fitness tests. Tests in this area were used 
a great deal during World War II to determine the 
fitness of military personnel. Physical fitnes s is 
considered to be a phase of motor ability. These 
1. 
Boston University 
Z.Oool of Education 
_Li hl""~~.,. ,. 
2. 
tests are used mainly to determine the fitness of 
the individual for strenuous work. The tests gener-
ally try to determine such basic components as 
agility, speed, strength, endurance, and flexibility. 
Items usually included in testing are push-ups, 
squat thrusts, sit-ups, chins, dashes, squat jumps, 
pull-ups, and broad jumps. 
2. Motor Ability Tests - Generally used to meas-
ure t he immediate capacity of a person to partici-
pate in a variety of sports. It may also be termed 
gener~l athletic ability. Tests in the track and 
field area, such as the rope climb, shot put, dashes, 
high jump, broad jump, and basketball and baseball 
throws for distance are often used to measure athletic 
ability because they are thought to be the skills 
that are fundamental to sports proficiency. If a 
student scores extremely high on a motor ability 
test then it would indicate that he had a high 
degree of present ability for most sport activities. 
3. Sports Skill Tests - Tests in this area are 
generally used to measure the ability of a student 
in a specific s ports skill such as .. as sing or shooting 
with a basketball or throwing or pitching a ba seball. 
A sports skill test will usually include a combina-
tion of all the important skills necessary to play 
a specific sport. For instance, a tennis tes t might 
involve volleying the ball against a wall for a 
s pecified period of time and accuracy in serving; 
3. 
a soccer test would probably i nclude dribbling through 
a maze against time, as well as kicking for distance 
and accuracy; a basketball tes t might include shoot-
ing from the foul line and the wall bounce against 
time. 
CHAP!'ER II 
ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 
This problem was proposed for study during a 
seminar.1 Due to the extensiveness of the material, 
a group study wa s suggested as an acceptable approach. 
The writers of the study then gathered available 
material in the areas of physical fitness, motor 
ability, and s ports skills. There were thirty three 
tests in the area of physical fitness, ten tests in 
the area of motor ability, and forty one tests in the 
sports skills area. A bibliography is included on 
each test. The tests are s~parated into the three 
areas mentioned above. Information included on each 
test is the name, facilities, equipment, description, 
validity, reliability, T-scores , and references. 
/ 
1Miller, A.G., Seminar in Physical Education, 
Fall Semester, 1958. 
Alb 
"A.A.H.P.E.R. Youth Fitness Test" (Cont) 
area. Place the blocks of wood behind one of 
the lines. The pupil starts from behind the 
other line. On the signal"Ready?, Go!", the 
pupil runs to the blocks, picks one up, runs 
back to the starting line and places the block 
behind the line. He then runs ba ck and picks 
up the second block which he carries ba ck 
across the starting line. If the scorer has 
two watches or one with a s plit second timer, 
it is preferable to have two people running at 
the same time. To eliminate the necessity of 
returning the blocks after each race, start 
the race alternately , first from behind one 
line and then from behind the other. 
4. Standing broad jump - Pupil stands with fe et 
several inches apart a nd the toes just behind 
the t ake off line. Preparatory to jumping , the 
pupil swings the arms backward and bends the 
knees. The jump is Bccomplished by simultan-
eously extending the knees and swinging for-
ward the arms. Allow three trials. .Measure 
from the t ake off line to the heel or other 
part of the body that touches t he floor nearest 
t he take off line. 
5. 50 yard dash - It is preferable to administer 
this test to two pupils at the same time. Have 
both take positions begind the starting line. 
The starter will use the connnands "Are you 
ready?" and "Go!" The latter will be accom-
panied by a downward sweep of the starters 
hand to give the timer a visual signal. Record 
in seconds to the nearest tenth of a second. 
6. Softball throw for distance -A football field 
marked in conventional fas hion makes an ideal 
area for this tes t. If this is not available, 
it is suggested that lines be drawn parallel to 
a restraining line, five yards apart. The 
pupil throws the ball while remaining within 
two parallel lines, six feet a part. Mark the 
point of landing with a small stake. Only an 
overhand throw may be u s ed . Three throws are 
allowed. The dis tance recorded is the distance 
from the ~oint of landing to the nearest point 
on the restraining line. 
7. 600 yard run-walk -Pupil us es a standing start. 
At the signal "Rea dy?, Go!", the subject starts 
running the 600 yard distance. The running may 
be interspersed with walking . It is possible 
to have a dozen subjects run at one time by 
having the students pair off at the start of 
the event. Then each student listens for and 
remembers his partners time a s the latter 
crosses the finish line. 
"A.A.H.P.E.R. Youth Fitness Test" (Cont) 
Scoring 
A 1 c. 
1. Pull-up -Record the number of completed pull 
ups to the nearest whole number. 
2. Sit-up - One -point is given for each completed 
movement of touching elbow to knee. The max-
imum limit in terms of numbers of sit-ups shall 
be: 50 sit-ups for girls, 100 situps for boys. 
3. Shuttle run - Record the better of the two trials 
to the nearest tenth of a second. 
4. Standing broad jump - Record the best of the 
three trials in feet and inches to the neare s t 
inch. 
5. 50 yard dash - Record in seconds to the nearest 
tenth. 
6. Softball throw for distance - Record the best of 
three trials to the nearest foot. 
7. 600 yard run-walk- Record in minutes and seconds 
8. Percentile score available in reference. 
Validity 
Not available 
Reliability 
Not available 
Reference 
1. Hunsicker, Paul, "The AAHPER Physical Fitness 
Te$t Batt~::ry", Journal of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation, Sept 1958, p. 24 
2. AAHPER Youth Fitness Test Manual, American 
Association for Health Physical Education and 
Recreation, 1201 Sixteenth Street, Northwest, 
Washington 6, D.C. 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Amateur Athletic Union Junior Physica l Fitness 
Tests" 
Equipment 
Stop watch, horizontal bar, baseball 
Description 
A 'J. a 
I. Sprints - Use crouch start. No other speci-
fications. Distances are on attached chart. 
2. Walk and run - Use standing start. St s.rt the 
event by running . The running may be inter-
spersed with periods of walking . See chart 
for distance. 
3. Sit ups - Lie flat on ba ck on the floor or 
ground. Hands should be clasped together be-
hind the head with elbows s pread out to the 
side. Support ankles under desk, dresser, bed, 
or have a partner hold them down. Raise trunk 
to a sitting position and lean forward touching 
right elbow to left knee and return to back 
lying position. Sit up and touch left elbow to 
right knee. 
4. Pull ups - Regular - Using either grasp, (palms 
f acing you or palms away from you), hang from 
hands on a high horizontal bar or limb of a tree 
so that the body is vertical and the extended 
toes not touching the floor or ground. By bend-
ing the elbows raise body uhtil upper part of 
chest touches the bar or the chin is raised 
above the bar. Relax arms and lower body until 
arms are fully extended before "chinning '' the 
bar. Repeat until limit is reached. No kicking 
of the legs or swinging of the body while chin-
ning. 
Modified - Hang (elbows straight) by hands 
(either grasp} from low horizonta l bar (or stick 
resting on backs of two chairs and steadied by 
two assistants) so that chin is directly under 
bar, body parallel to the ground directly under 
knees. Pull body up by bending arms until upper 
part of chest touches the bar or stick. Keep 
the feet on the same s pot on the ground during 
the pull-up. Lower body until arms are straight 
and continue until limit is reached. 
5. Standing broad jump - The feet may be placed in 
any position but shall leave the ground only 
once in making an attempt to jump. Rocking for-
ward and backward, that is, lifting heels and 
toes alternately from the ground, is permitted 
"Amateur Athletic Union Junior Physical Fitness 
Tests" (Cent) 
but both feet must leave the 2round at the 
same time. Measurement is made from the 
A :t b 
mark of the toes at the starting Dosition 
to the nearest break in the ground made by 
any part of the body at the completion of the jump. 
5. Push-ups - Regular - From prone lying position, 
(face down), elbows bent and hands placed on 
floor (thumbs next to chest ) push body up 
until arms are straight with weight of bosy 
resting on hands and toes keeping heels, hips 
shoulders and head all in a straight line. 
Relax arms and lower straight body to floor. 
Repeat this "push - up" as many times as poss-
ible. 
Modified - From position on hands and knees 
on floor or ground (thighs at right angles to 
floor, trunk parallel to floor, elbows straightl 
bend elbows and touch chest to floor. Extend 
elbows and push up to starting position. Re-
peat the modified push-up as many times as 
possible. 
6. Playground baseball throw - The throw shall be 
made from behind a line, properly marked, and 
measured from that line to the nes rest mark 
made by the fall of the ball. An unlimited run 
is permitted but the thrower must not cross 
the line in throwing the bs.ll. It is recommen-
ded that the distances of 35, 65, 85, 100, 
and 125 feet for boys and 20, 30, 40, 50, and 
?5 feet for girls be measured from the throw-
ing line and marked to eliminate the necessity 
of measuring each throw. 
?. Continuous hike for distance -The only spec-
ification for this event is that the hike be 
continuous. Distances can be es tablished by 
automobile speedometers in scenic or other 
areas in or out of the community. See chart 
for distance. 
8. Running high jump - The jump shall be made over 
a bar resting on supports in such a manner 
that it can be easily displaced. The l .ength 
of the run is unlimited. The t ake off for 
Scoring 
the jump must be made from one foot. The take 
off ground around the jump must be level. 
See attached chart for scoring of events. 
Validity 
Not available 
"Amateur Athletic Union Junior Physical Fitness 
Tests" ( Cont) 
Reliability 
Not available 
Reference 
For 1nformation and certificate for successful 
completion of events write to: 
Amateur Athletic Union of United States, 233 
Broadway, New York?, New York. 
A l. c. 
"Amateur Athletic Union Junior Physical Fitness 
•r ests" ( Contd) 
Events 1 to 5 are required. Select one additional 
from numbers 6, 7, 8, 9. 
Standard for A.A.U. Physical Fitness Tests 
Boys 
Required Age 
Events 6-7 years 8-9 years 10-11 years 
1. Sprints 40 yards 40 yards 50 yards 
9 seconds 8 seconds 8 seconds 
2. Walk and 1/4 mile 1/2 mile 3/4 mile 
run 5 minutes 8 minutes 10 minutes 
3. Sit u:ps 8 times 12 times 16 times 
4. Pull-ups Modified Modified Regular 
3 times 7 times 3 times 
5. Standing 3 feet 4 feet 5 feet -
brd. jump 
Choose one 
6. Push-ups Modified Modified Modified 
5 times 8 times i3 times 
?. Baseball 35 feet 65 feet 85 feet 
throw 
8. Hike 1 mile 2 miles 3 miles 
9. High jump 1 foot 2 feet 2 feet 
6 inches 3 inches 9 inches 
Ala 
"Amateur Athletic Union Junior Physical J::'itness 
Tests !' (Contd) 
Boys 
Required 
Events 
1. Sprints 
2. Walk and 
3. Sit-ups 
4. Pull-ups 
5. Standing 
brd. jump 
choose one 
6. Push-ups 
?. Baseball 
throw 
8. Hike 
9. High jump 
Girls 
Required 
Events 
1. Sprints 
2. Walk and 
run 
3. Sit-ups 
4. Full-ups 
5. Standing 
brd. jump 
Age 
12-13 years 
60 yards 
9 seconds 
1 mile 
11 minutes 
20 times 
Regular 
5 times 
5 feet 
6 inches 
Regular 
10 times 
100 feet 
4 miles 
3 feet 
3 inches 
Age 
6-? years 
40 yards 
9 seconds 
1/4 mile 
5 minutes 
8 times 
Modified 
3 times 
3 feet 
14-15 years 
lOO yards 16-18 years 100 yards 
14 seconds 12.5 sec. 
1 1/2 miles 1 1/2 miles 
18 minutes 15 minutes 
25 times 30 times 
Regular Regular 
6 times ? times 
6 feet ? feet 
Regular Regular 
12 times 15 times 
125 feet 150 feet 
5 miles 6 miles 
3 feet 4 feet 
9 inches 
8-9 years 
40 yards 
10-11 years 
50 yards 
8 seconds 9 seconds 
1/2 mile 3/4 mile 
8 minutes 11 minutes 
12 times 14 times 
Modified Modified 
? times 8 times 
4 feet 4 feet 
6 inches 
A~F 
"Amateur Athletic Union Junior Physical Fitness 
Tests" (Contd) 
Girls 
Choose one 
6. Push -ups 
6-? years 8-9 years 10-11 years 
Modified Modified Modified 
4 times ? times 9 times 
?. Baseball 20 feet 30 feet 40 feet 
throw 
8. Hike 1 mile 2 miles 3 miles 
9. High jump 1 foot 2 fe et 2 feet 
6 inches 3 inches 6 inches 
Required 
Events 
1. Sprints 
12-13 years 14-15 years 16-18 years 
60 yards lOO yards lOO yards 
10 seconds 1? seconds 16 seconds 
2. Walk and 1 mile 1 1/2 miles 1 1/2 miles 
13 minutes 19 minutes 1? minutes 
3. Sit-ups 16 times 18 times 20 times 
4. Full-ups Modified Modified Modified 
9 times 10 times 12 times 
5. St a nding 5 feet 5 feet 6 feet 
brd. jump 6 inches 
Choose one 
6. Push-ups Modified Modified Modified 
10 times 12 times 14 times 
?. Baseba ll 50 f eet ?5 feet 100 feet 
throw 
8. Hike 4 miles 5 miles 6 miles 
9. Hi gh jump 2 feet 3 feet 3 feet 
9 inches 3 inches 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Army Air Forces Physical Fitness Test" 
Equipment 
Horizontal bar, stop watch 
Description 
1. Sit ups - Lie on back, hands behind head, sit 
up , bend forward and touch right elbow to left 
knee, repeat alternation elbow and knee. 
2. Pull ups - Hang from horizontal bar, arms 
straight. Pull body up until chin is level 
with bar, lower body. 
3. 300 yard run - Mark out lanes sixty yards 
Scoring 
long and 4 to 6 feet wide. Run the sixty yard 
course five times. 
1. Sit ups - One point for each one completed. 
2. Pull ups - One point for each one comnleted. 
3. 300 yard run - Score is number of seconds 
elapsed. 
Reliability 
Not available 
Validity 
Not available 
Reference 
1. Larson, Leonard A., Some Findings Resulting 
from the Army Air Force Physical Training 
Program, Research ~uarterly, vol. 17, no. 2, 
May l946. 
2. Clark, H. Harrison, Application of Measure-
ment to Health and Physical Education, Prentice 
Hall, 1951. 
.A'-ta 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Army Physical Fitness Test" 
Equinment 
orizontal bar, stop watch 
Descrintion 
i . . PUllups -Start from a full length hang ing 
position with arms straight. Subject pulls 
up until chin is above level of the bar. No 
kicking or jerking motion is allowed. 
2. Squat thrust - Start from a squating position 
on right heel, feet 4 to 6 inches a~art with 
the heel of the left foot on a line with the 
toes of t he right foot, fingers laced on top 
of head. Spring forward until both knees are 
stra ight and both feet clee.r the floor. While 
in the air, reverse the position of the feet 
and continue as many repetitions as possible. 
Credit one squat jump each time the subject 
springs up from the s quat to erect position 
and returns. 
3. Pushups - From a front leaning res t position, 
body stra ight from heAd to tow, palms under 
shoulders and elbows s tra ight, the subject 
lowers his body until his chest touches the 
floor. Then he returns to the original posi-
tion by straightening the elbows. Performance 
must be continous. 
4. Situps - Subject lies on his ba ck with knees 
stra i ght, fe et a pproximately 18 inches a~art 
a nd fingers laced behind head. Partner kneels 
on the ground between sub j ect's feet and holds 
ankles to the ground. Subject rais es upper 
body and touches right elbow to l eft knee and 
vice versa. Body is then lowered to the ground. 
Perform as many situ:os as nossible in two min-
utes. 
5. 300 yard run - A course of 60 yards with f our 
l a nes is laid out. On a s tarting signal, the 
runners start and make five lengths of the 
course. 
Scoring 
1. Pull ups - One_point for 
2. Squat Jumps - 0ame as 1. 
3. Push ups - Same as 1. 
4. Sit ups - Same as 1. 
5. 300 yard run - Score is 
elapsed. 
Reliability 
Not available 
each one comnleted. 
number of seconds 
A"ib 
"Army Physical Fitness Test" (Cont} 
Validity 
Not available 
Reference 
I. War Department Field Manual, FM 21-20, Physical 
Training, 1946. 
2. Clark, Harrison, Anplication of Measurement 
to Health and Physical Education, Prentice-
Hall, 1951. 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
Bounce (Teet of Foot s trength) 
Equipment 
None 
AS a 
Description 
Take a full squat s itting pos ition with the -ba ck 
as stra i ght as possible. Place the hands down the 
outside :0~ t he legs, hands grasping instep or 
ankle. Hold the elbows firmly extended to immobil-
ize the knees. Extend the ankle (as in a jump) 
so that you r i s e to the end of t he toes or slightly 
off the floor. Repeat as long as pos sible in 
rhythm es t ablis hed by t he scorer who counts aloud. 
It you lose your balance a nd can res t art within 
three seconds , you may continue. 
Scoring 
Score is the total number of bounces t ha t you can 
perform (count on which you quit minus the counts 
lost during stops). 
Reliability 
The coefficient was .79 for tr i a l s on successi¥e 
days for 140 college women. 
Validity 
The coefficient was .45 in each of the two studies 
comparing scores with work out put on t he ergomet er. 
Reference 
Scott, Gladys M., and French, Esther, Evaluation in 
Physical Education, c. v. Mosby Co., 1950, p. l75. 
) 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
Chair Stepping (Test of Endurance) 
Equipment 
Chairs or stools 18" in height, stop watch 
Description 
The starting pos ition is beside the chair with one 
foot on the chair and the right hand in the part-
ner's hand. Maintain this hand position through-
out the test. On signal "Ready, got", rise to an 
erect position on the chair; the supporting knee 
must be straight, the other foot may be off the 
chair. Immediately step down to the floor with the 
foot that started on the floor. Continue as rapid-
ly as possible until the final whistle. Disregard 
the whistle that blows immediarly after starting. 
AToid fatigue in the legs by changing feet occa-
e .:t6n1ly, making the shift while both feet are on 
the chair. 
Scorin~ T e score is the number of correct movements 
(up and down) performed in one minute. The 
timing is done centrally by one time keeper who 
has a stop watch and whistle. The timer gives the 
starting signal; at the end of two seconds she 
blows a whistle. The final whistle blows 60 seconds 
later. The scorer stc:.rts counting on the first 
whistle and stops on the final whistle. 
Reliability 
The coefficient was ~95 for trials on successive 
days by 140 college women. 
Validity 
The coefficients comparing the te s t and work out~ 
put on the ergometer were .37 and .58 respectively 
on the two studies. 
Reference 
Scott, Gladys M., and Frence, Esther, Evaluation 
in Physical Education, c. v. Mosby Ce., 1950, p. 176 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
Flexibility Tests for 4-H Club Members 
Equipment 
Yardstick 
Description 
A7a 
1.4Trunk Forward - Sit, extend legs, lace fingers 
behind neck, try to touch forehead to ground. 
Two partners hold knees. With right hand, in-
structor holds yardstick upright on ground, 
with index finger pointed toward subjects eye-
brow. By sliding his finger down the stick as 
the subject bends forward he will measure dis-
tance from the ground. 
2. Trunk B ackward - Lie face down on ground with 
fingers laced behind neck. Partner kneels at 
feet and holds legs down by grasping the ankles. 
Raise chin to as great a height as possible. 
Scoring 
1. Trunk Forward - Score is recorded in inches, 
zero being the best score. 
2. Trunk Backward -Height is measured in inches. 
Standard score tables are available in reference. 
Reliability 
Not available 
Validity 
Not abailable 
Reference 
Standardization of Flexibility Tests for 4-H Club 
Members, Research Quarterly, vol. 27, no. 3, Oct. 
1956, p. 296 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Indiana Motor Fitness Test for High School and 
College Age Men" 
Equiftment 
orizontal bar, chalk, tape measure 
Description 
1. Chins -Any grip may be used, no half credits 
are allowed, no swinging is allowed. 
2. Straddle chinning - With partner, pull up un-
til chest meets resistance with thigh. 
3. Fush up - ~one from front support, chest must 
touch floor each time and back must be kept 
straight. 
4. Vertical jump - Index finger is chalked with 
magnesium. Reach up keeping heels on floor, 
make mark. Make three jumps vertically, mark-
ing wall each time. Highest mark is recorded. 
5. Standing broad jump - Nearest s~ot touched by 
any part of the body after . t aking off is the 
score. 
Scoring 
1. Chins, straddle chins, push ups -Score is 
number of times performed. 
2. Vertical jump, broad jump - Score is measured 
in distance. 
3. Score may be refered to s cale in reference. 
Validity 
Not available 
Reliability 
Not available 
Reference 
"Test Manual for Indiana University Motor Fitness 
Indices for High School and College Age Men", 
Research Q,uarterly, vol. 14, no. 4, p. 356, Dec. 
l943. 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Indiana Physical Fitnes s Test for Elementary Level" 
Equipment 
Chalk, stop watch, whistle 
Description 
1. Straddle chins - Lie on ba ck with a rms side-
ward on the floor, at shoulder level. The 
forearms are bent to the vertical, u pper arms 
remain on the floor. Partner stand s astride 
and facing the head of subject, the instep of 
the feet outside and touching the elbows of 
partner. Partners then clasp hands, using the 
bent finger hold. This is the starting posi-
tion. Sub j ect chins up, using the arms, until 
the chest meets f i rm resista nce with the part-
ner's thighs. Both partners keep legs and 
ba cks straight. The arms of the supporting 
partner are straight throughout, his head is 
erect. Subject lowers himself back to floor. 
This is o ne comple t e straddle chin. Do as many 
as possible. No resting is allowed. 
2. Push u ps(Boys) - From a standing p o s ition p lace 
the hands on the floor shoulder width a part and 
extend the legs baciD~ard , feet t ogether, vack 
and arms s t raight with the weight supported on 
the hand s and toes only. Lower t h e body by 
bend ing t h e arms unt il t h e ches t touches t he 
floor. Push the body back u p to the s tarting 
posit ion by straightening t he a r ms. Th is counts 
as one pu s h up. The head , trunk a nd legs 
should remain in a straight line throughtout 
t he movement. The push u ps shall be done vd th-
out res t in between. 
Push ups(Girls) - The pupil lies on the floor, 
f a ce downward, knees bent to a right a ngle, 
hands on the floor d irectly under t h e shoulders 
and body straight from the knees to the hea d. 
Push up to a position where the arms are str-
aight. This counts as one push up. Re p ea t a s 
ma ny times as pos s ible wi t hout resting between 
push u ps. When lowering the body to the floor, 
touch only the chest to t he floor. Do not 
bend the hip s or sway vackward. The push u p s 
will be done witho ut re s t in bet ween. 
3. Squ a t thrust - Start from a sta nding position, 
feet a part . Come to a full squat, p l a cing both 
hands on the floor alongside a nd outsid e of the 
legs. Extend both legs backwards, arms straight 
coming to a front support. Return to a full 
s quat position. Return to a standing position. 
"Indiana Physical Fitness Test" (Cont} 
This is one complete squat thrust. Do as many 
times as possible in twenty seconds. 
4. Vertical jump - The pupil stands facing the 
wall, feet flat on the floor. With a short 
piece of chalk the student reaches up as far 
as he can (keeping feet flat on the floor) and 
makes a short horizontal mark. Turning side-
ward to the wall the student crouches and jumps 
as high into the air as possible at the same 
time reaching up and making a second horizontal 
mark as high up as poss ible. The vertical 
distance between top of the original reach mark 
and the top of the jump mark is recorded to 
Scoring 
the nearest half inch as the highest mark of 
the three trials. 
1. Straddle chins - Score is total number of chins. 
2. Push ups - Score is total number of push ups. 
3. Squat thrust - Score is total number comple-
ted in twenty seconds. 
4. Vertical jump - Score is number of inches. 
Validity 
Not available 
Reliability 
Not available 
Reference 
1. Franklin, c.c., and Lehsten, N.G., "Indiana 
Physical Fitness Tests for the Elementary 
Level", The Physical Educator, 5:38-45, May 
1948. 
2. Mathews, Donald K., Measurement in Physical 
Education, W.B. Saunders Co., l958. 
A to a 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"The JCR Test" 
Equipment 
Chalk; horizontal bar, stop watch 
Description 
1. Vertical jump - Stand with either side to the 
wall and reach as high as possible with the 
hand next to the wall. Mark the height reach-
ed with chalk. Place chalk dust on the finger 
and jump as high as possible making a mark on 
the wall or on a paper chart. Allow three 
trials and measure the distance between the 
reaching height and the jumping height of the 
best trial. An extra hop or jump is not allow-
ed. 
2. Chinning - Use the grip with the palms toward 
the face and start from a position of the arm 
fully extended. Pull the chin up until it is 
above the bar. Continue as long as possible. 
Record the total number of chins. 
3·. Shuttle run - The runner runs be ck and forth 
between two points ten yards apart for five 
times, 100 yards. Running lanes of a pproxi-
mately 6 feet wide are satisfactory. Markers 
may be any suitable object. The runner must 
make a 180 degree turn without touching the 
marker. Time the run in seconds. More than 
one runner can be timed at once if the timer 
stands on the finish line and calls out the 
seconds. Each runner would t ake his time as it 
is indicated when he crosses the finish line. 
Scoring 
1. Vertical jump - Score is the number of inches. 
2. Chinning -Score is number of complete chins. 
3. Shuttle run - Score is number of seconds 
elapsed. 
Validity 
.81 
Reliability 
.91 and .94 
Reference 
1. Philips, B.E., "The JCR Test", Reasearh Quart-
erly, vol. 18, no. 1, March 1947. 
2. Larson, L.A., and Yocum, Racheal, Measurement 
and Evaluation in Physical, Health and Recrea-
tion Education, c.v. Mosby Co., 1951. 
PHYSICAL Fl'l1NESS 
"Kraus-Weber Strength Tests" 
Equipment 
Pillow 
Description 
1. Test of strength of abdominal and psoas 
A lla 
muscles - Subject is supine, with hands behind 
neck; the examiner holds the subjects feet 
down. Command - "Keep your hands behind your 
neck and try to roll up into a sitting posi-
tion." Precautions - If the person being tested 
is unable to perform this movement at first 
try, it may be because he has not understood 
the directions. Help him a little and then 
let him try again. Watch for a "stiff back" 
sit up. This may indicate that either the sub-
ject has not understood you and needs a further 
explanation with emphasis on rolling up or 
that he has very poor abdominals and is doing 
most of the work with the psoas. Watch also 
for a twist of the upper body as the subject 
sits up. If one is noted it may be due to un-
equal development of the back muscles. 
2. Test for abdominal muscles - Subject is supine, 
with hands behind neck and knees bent. The 
examiner holds the subject's feet down. Com-
mand - "Keep your hands behind your neck and try 
to roll up into a sitting position." Precau-
tions - The precautions are the same as for test 
1, but as test 2 is usually more difficult the 
tendency toward "stiff back sit up" will be 
even mo re pronounced and to it is added the 
tendency to help with one or the other elbow. 
3. Test for strength of psoas and lower abdomin-
als - Subject is supine with hands behind neck 
and legs extended. Command - "Keep your legs 
straight and lift your feet 10" off the floor. 
Keep them there while I count." The count is ten 
seconds. Precautions - If the person tested has 
not understood your command, he -may try to 
raise his chest when he raises his feet and 
will need further explana.tion. Watch for an 
extremely arched back, which may indicate very 
weak abdominal muscles or postural habits 
habits contributing to sway back or lordosis. 
4. Test for strength of upper back muscles - The 
subject is prone with a pillow underneath his 
abdomen, but far enough down to give the body 
the feeling of being seesaw, one end of 
A llb 
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which could be held in the air if the other 
were weighted. The commands will aid in get-
ting the subject into proper position. Com-
mands - "Roll over on your stomach and lift up 
the middle so that I can slide this pillow 
under you." (Be sure the pillow is really 
large enough to support the subject.} "Now 
I am going to hold d own your feet while you 
put your hands behind your neck and raise 
your chest, head, and shoulders. Hold them 
up while I count." The count is ten seconds. 
Precautions - Do not let the person be ing test-
ed drop his chest onto the floor or rest his 
elbows. Watch for pronounced muscular devel-
opment on one side of the s pine. If this con-
dition is present the back should be checked 
from time to time to guard a pe inst scoliosis. 
5. Test for strength of lower ba ck - Subject re-
mains prone over the pillow, but removes his 
hands from behind his neck, ple.ce s them down 
on the floor and rests his head on them. Com-
mand - "I am going to hold your chest dmllln on 
the floor; try to lift your legs up but do not 
bend your knees." There might be a tendency 
to b~nd the knees or even to supnort the legs 
by keep ing the toes on the t able. It may be 
necessary to assist the subject to the re-
quired position. "Now hold this position 
while I count." The count is ten. 
6. Tests the length of back and hamstring muscles-
The subject stands erect in stockings or bare 
feet, with hands at his sides. Command -
"Put your feet together, keep your kne~s str-
aight; now lean down ·slowly and see how close 
you can come to touching the floor with the 
fingertips. Stay down as far as you can for 
a count of three. Do not bounce." Precaution-
Watch out for bouncing. The farthest point 
reached without bouncing and held for three 
counts is the marking point. The examiner 
should hold the knees of the uerson being test-
ed in order to prevent any bend. 
s coring 
1. Abdominals plus psoas - If the person being 
tested cannot raise his shoulders from the 
table the mark is 0. If unaided, h.e is able 
to reach a sitting position, his mark is 10. 
If the examiner must help half way to the sit-
ting position, the mark would be 5. The dis-
tance from supine to sitting is marked 0 to 10. 
2. Abdominals mirms psoas - Same as test 1. 
A llc. 
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3. Psoas - Holding for ten seconds is nassing and 
is marked as 10. Anything less is recordea 
as tha t part of the ten s econds that wa s held , 
4 for 4 seconds, 7 for 7 s econds, et c . 
4. Upper be ck - Hold ing for ten f ull s econds is 
passing and is marked_ as 10. Anything less 
than ten seconds is recor c< ed as that part of 
ten seconds that wa s held. 
5. Lower back - Holding for ten full s econds is 
passing and is marked e s t en. Anythin~ less 
is recorded a s that 1_1art of the t en e. econds that 
was held. 
6. Back and hamstrings - Touch is designated with 
T. Touch is only ~iven when the floor touch 
is held for three oounts. Less than touch is 
marked by the dis ta:nce in inches between the 
floor and the fingertips. For examnle, a 
person unable to touch the floor by two inches 
would be marked "-2". 
?. Failure of any one of the te s ts results in 
failure of entire tes t. 
Validity 
Not available 
Reliability 
Not available 
Reference 
1. Kraus, Hans, and Hirschland, Ruth P., "Minimum 
Muscular Fitness Tests in School Children", 
Research Q,uarterly, 25:177-188, 1954. 
2. Mathews, Donald K., Measurement in Physical 
Educa tion, W.B. Saunders Co., 1958. 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"National Section on Women's Athletics Test" 
Equipment 
Basketball, two blocks, stop watch, horizontal 
bar. 
Description 
A lJ. a 
! . . Basketball throw- Mark parallel lines on the 
floor at intervals of five feet. Number the 
lines 0, 5, 10, 15, etc. The thrower stands 
behind the zero line. She throws the ball as 
far as possible. Both feet must remain be-
hind the starting line until the ball has left 
her hands. As the ball strikes the floor, an 
observermoves to the spot where the ball hit. 
The best of two trials is recorded. 
2. Potato race -Draw two lines on the floor 30" 
apart~ Place two blocks of wood just beyond 
the second line. The runner stands behind the 
first line. On the signal, she runs to the 
second line, picks up one block of wood, runs 
back to the first line and :places it behind 
the line. She does the same with the second 
block, finishing as she crosses the starting 
line with the block in her hand. Best of two 
trials are recorded. 
3. Sit ups - The subject begins in supine posi-
tion with legs separated two to two and one 
half feet in a V position, hands behind head 
with fingertips touching. The subject sits up, 
alternately touching the right elbow to the 
left knee and the left elbow to the right knee. 
Partner holds subjects ankles. Knees are not 
permitted to come off the floor. 
4. Push ups - The student lies face down on the 
floor with the body straight and the legs to-
gether. She bends her knees to a right angle 
and places her hands on the floor at shoulder 
level. She pushes up to a position in which 
her arms are straight and the weight is sup -
ported entirely on the ha nds and knees. Her 
body must be straight,she must not bend her 
hips or round or hollow her back. Next she 
bends her arms until her chest touches the floor 
Legs or waist should not be :permitted to touch. 
The weight continues to be supported by the 
hands and the knees. Repeat as many times as 
possible. 
5. Pull ups - Place 3! feet from the floor a hori-
zontal bar. The student grasps the bar with 
both hands, palms upward, bends her arms and 
All b 
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moves close to the bar. At the same time she 
extends her legs under the bar until the body 
is in a straight line from the knees to the 
shoulders. She extends her arms full y , bends 
her knees to a right angle and keeps her feet 
on the floor. The weight is sup~orted by the 
hands and the feet. From this starting posi-
tion, she pulls up with her arms until her 
chest touches the bar. Her body moves from 
the knees and must not bend at the hips. She 
then returns to an extended arm position. Re-
peat as many times as possible. 
6. Squat thrusts - From a standing position the 
student (l)makes a deep knee bend, placing 
her hands on the floor in front of her feet in 
a squat rest position. (2)Jumps and extends her 
legs backward in a front leaning rest position, 
with the body resting on the hands and toes. 
(3)Return to squat rest position. (4)Stand 
erect, head up. Hepeat as many times as pos-
sible. 
Scoring 
1. Basketball throw - Score is distance in feet 
that ball traveled. 
2. Potato race - Score is time in seconds and 
fifths of seconds. 
3. Tests 3, 4, 5, and 6 - Score is the number 
of completed exercises. 
Validity 
Not available 
Reliability 
Not available 
Reference 
Methany, Eleanor, "Physical Performance Levels 
for High School Girls", Journal of Health and 
Physical Education, vol. 16, no. 6, June 1945. 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Naval Aviation Physical Fitness Test" 
Equipment 
2 hurdles, 6 posts, stop watch, horizontal 
bar, chalk, wand, step stool, vaulting box, 
block 
Description 
A13a 
1. Speed agility run - ,Start on signal "Go" from 
lying position on back, arms fold ed over 
chest, back of head on starting line. Go 
over hurdles, pick up block in box, run 
around posts, deposit block in nest box, 
scale wall, run around pos t s, pick u:o block 
in next box and place it in box at finish 
line. 
2. Chins - Hang from bar, pull up so that chin 
is over bar, return to full hanging position. 
3. Jump reach - Face wall, toes touching , reach 
as high over head as possible and mark point 
with chalk. Move away from wall and jump to 
maxumum height. 
4. Sit ups with wand - Lying position on back, 
wand on ba ck of neck and in front of elbows. 
Partner grasps ankles. Subject raises body 
to sitting position and then lowers to start-
ing position. 
5. Step test - Step up on 20" stool with left foot, 
raise right beside left, return left to floor, 
then right. Continue in rhythm. 
Scoring 
1. Speed run - Score is number of seconds elapsed. 
2. Chins - One point for each chin comple ted. 
3. Jump reach - Score is point between first and 
second chalk marks. 
4. Sit ups - One point for each completed s it u n . 
5. Step test - Score-Dura.tion of ex. in s ec. x ioo 
2 x sum of pulse counts in 
recovery 
Reliability 
Not available 
Validity 
Not available 
Reference 
Larson and Yocum, Measurement and Evaluation in 
Physical, Health, and Recreat1on Educat1on, 
c. v. Mosby Co., l95l 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Navy Standard Fhyscial Fitness Test" 
Equipment 
Stop watch, horizontal bar 
Descriution 
A l~a 
1. Squat thrust - Start at position of attention. 
Go to a squat position, hands on the floor, 
next, e~tend feet to the rear in a push up 
position. Return to squat and then to erect 
stance. Repeat for one minute. 
2. Sit ups - Starting ~osition is on back, knees 
straight, feet about one foot a part, hands 
clasped behind head. A second person holds 
feet to the floor. Sit up and rotate the body 
so that the right elbow contacts the left knee. 
Return to the position with the back on the 
floor and repeat exercise with left elbow touch-
ing right knee. Continue repeating and alter-
nation with no pauses. If a pause is made, 
count is taken at that point. 
3. Fush ups - Lie face down on floor, hands on 
floor beside shoulders. Raise body by straight-
ening arms, keeping back straight. Lower body 
so that chest touches floor. Repeat with no 
pauses. 
4. Squat jumps - Stand with arms clas~ed on top 
of head, feet six inches a part with heel of 
left foot on line with toes of the right foot. 
Drop to squat on the right heel, then spring 
up off the floor, interchanging position of 
the feet while off the floor and return to 
squat position on the left heel. Repeat as 
many times as possible. No pauses are allowed. 
5. Full ups - Hang from bar, arms straight, either 
forward or reverse grip. Pull up so that chin 
is on a plane above pipe. Lower until arms 
Scoring 
are comnletely straight and repeat. No pauses 
are allowed. Continue as long as possible. 
1. Squa.t thrusts - Score is number performed in 
one minute. 
2. Tests 2, 3, 4, and 5 - Score is number of com-
pleted exercises. 
Validity 
Not available 
Reliability 
Not available 
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Reference 
1. Clark, H. Harrison, Atplication of Measurement 
to Health and Physica. Education, Prentice 
Hall Inc., 1951. 
2. Physical Fitness Manual for the u.s. Navv, 
Chapter 14, Bureau of Naval Personnel, 
Training Division, Physical Section, 1943. 
3. Tunney, J.J., "The Physical Fitness Program 
for the U.S. Navy", Journal of Health and 
Physical Education, vo1. 13, no. lO, Dec. 1942. 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"New York State Physical Fitness Test" 
Equipment 
Pliliiib line, softball, t arget, stool, horizontal 
bar, stop watch. 
Description 
I. Posture Test - A stationary plumb line is sus-
pended in front of a screen to within a few 
inches of the floor. The subject takes a posi-
tion three feet in front of the line. The ex-
aminer assumes a position ten feet from the 
subject. The subject assumes a comfortable and 
natural s tanding posture and is judged on lat-
eral posture and on interioposterior ;posture. 
A total of thirteen posture items are included. 
2. Accuracy test - A softball is thrown overhanded 
at wall target two feet in diameter, the center 
of which is four feet from the floor. Throw is 
from a distance of thirty feet for boys and 
girls grades 4, 5, and 6 and girls grades 7 
through 12, Boys, grades 7 through 12, throw 
from a distance of thirty five feet. Two series 
of ten throws are allowed. 
3. Modified push up - This is used for boys and 
girls grades 4-6. For the other grades the 
standard push up may be used for boys. Subject 
places feet firmly against a wall a nd places 
hands on the outside of a stool or bench (llx 
2lxl4). He assumes the front leaning rest po-
sition with the ba ck straight and arms forming 
a 90 degree angle with the body. Continue as 
many times as possible. 
4. Modified pull up -Used for girls, grades 7-12. 
An adjustable horizont al bar is placed at the 
bottom of the sternum (breast bone). From a 
standing position the girl gr asps the bar, palms 
toward the face until legs and trunk are com-
pletely extended. The arms form a 90 degree 
angle with the trunk and the angle of the body 
extended is approximately 45 degrees with 
the floor. Continue as many times as possible. 
5. Pull up - Boys, grades 7-12, hang from hori-
zontal bar with palms toward f ace. Subject 
pulls up until the chin is at the level of the 
bar. Body is let down until the arms are fully 
extended each time. Continue as long as possible. 
6. Agility test - Three lines approximately five 
feet long and four feet apart are drawn on the 
floor. On command "Ready-Go", subject side-
steps to the left until his left foot crosses 
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the line on his left and touches the floor. 
This counts one point. Anbther point is count-
ed as he sidesteps to the right across the 
middle line. He continues to sidestep over 
the right line which counts another point. 
The subject continues sidestepping for ten 
seconds. 
7. Speed item- fifty yard dash - On a hard sur-
face the subject runs the fifty yard dash as 
f ast as possible. The time is recorded in 
seconds and half seconds . 
8. Balance test - The sub ject squats, places the 
hand ins ide the knees, approximately shoulder 
width a part. With t he elbows braced within the 
crook b~tween knees and thighs he leans slowly 
forward with he ad up until feet are off the 
floor. He holds this balanced position as long 
as possible. 
9. Endurance test - (30 seconds - boys and g irls 
grades 4-6 and girls 7-12, one minute boys 
grades 7-12)- From the front leaning rest po-
sition, back straight, arms extended, one leg 
fully extended to the rear and the other fully 
flexed to the chest, on the comma nd "Ready-Go'' 
the subject exchanges the pos ition of the feet 
as rapidly as possible. Flexed leg must touch 
the chest and other leg must be fully extended. 
Sliding of feet is forbidden. 
Scoring 
1. Posture test - Score is rating on items. 
2. Accuracy test - One point is scored each time 
the target is hit. 
3. Tests 3, 4, 5, 6 - Score is number completed. 
4. Speed item - Score is time taken to run distance. 
5. Balance item - Score is number of seconds posi-
tion was held. 
6. Endurance test - Score is number of times exer-
cise was performed. 
Validity 
Not available 
Reliability 
Not available 
Reference 
Journal of Health an d Physical Education, 18:225-228, 
271-275, April 1947 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Physical Fitness Index" 
Eauipment 
Spirometer, Manuometer, dynamometer, chalk, 
belt, horizontal bars with attached rings, 
parallel bars, stall bar bench. 
Description 
1. Lung capacity - The spirometer should be placed 
at a height which allows the subject to stand 
erect at the beginning of the test. The sub-
ject should then forcefully inhale and exhale 
twi.ce before taking the tes t (hyperventilat e). 
The subject should be cautioned not to allow 
air to escape through his nos e or around the 
mouthpiece. As the subject nears completion 
of the effort he should bend slightly forward 
to get as much air as possible into the spiro-
meter. The tester should watch the needle to 
obtain the maximum reading . 
2. Grip strength - The subject's hands should be 
first chalked. Place the convex edge of the 
manuometer between the first and second joints 
of the fingers, with the dial toward the palm. 
The subject is allowed any movement while squeez 
ing the instrument, provided he does not hit 
any object with his fist. The most common 
movement is the upper cut. The right grip is 
tested first. 
3. Back li:ft - The subject stands on the dynamo-
meter base, with feet uarallel and about 6 
inches apart. The malleoli of the ankle joint 
should be as nearly opposite the attachment of 
the synamometer to its base as possible. The 
subject stands with head erect, back s traight, 
and chalked fingers extending down the thighs. 
The examiner holds the bar at the tips o:f sub-
ject's fingers to obtain proper adjustment. 
The bar is then connected to the chain. The 
subject bends slightly fo~~ard , with knees 
straight, and grasps the bar near either end. 
The grip is mixed, one hand forward and one back 
ward. The subject is asked to lift straight up 
whil e the examiner s pots by placing his hands 
over the subject's to prevent the latter's 
hands from slipping . 
4. Leg lift - The subject assumes the same position 
as in the back lift. A belt is used around the 
subject's hips to stabilize the bar, as the 
A 1" b 
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lifting force of the legs is much too great to 
be held by the hands. The subject holds the 
center of the bar, palms down, at the level of 
the pubic bone. As the tester faces the sub-
ject the belt loop is attached to the left end 
of the bar. The belt is then brought around 
the lower portion of the sacrum to be attached 
to the right end of the handle. To make the 
attachment to the right side of the bar, pro-
ceed as follows: Forma loop in the belt by 
folding it back. The loop should be just oppo-
site the end of the handle. Holding the loop 
in the left hand, reach down between the belt 
and subject to grasp the end of the belt in the 
right hand. Slide the loop over the bar and 
pull the end of the belt up against the subject's 
hip. With the belt in this position the pull-
ing force of the bar will hold the tail end of 
the belt against the subject's body, preventing 
the bar from sliding - similar to a timber 
hitch. The subject, with head up and back str-
aight, bends at the knees. The handle is hook-
ed onto the chain so that the subject's knees 
are flexed between 115 and 125 degrees. The 
bar will be on the subject's thighs during the 
lift. The subject may place his hands e'ither 
in the middle or at the ends of the bar. The 
subject is asked to lift straight up. At the 
completion of the lift the subject's knee joints 
should be almost completely extended to insure 
maximum effort. 
5. Pull-ups - Boys -The subject starts from com-
plete extension. Count one for each pull-up. 
The examiner should spot to prevent swaying. 
Up to four !-counts are allowed for either: 
(1) kipping, (2) lack of complete flexion (chin 
should be even with hands), (3) lack of complete 
extension (arms straight). 
Pull-ups - Girls - The rings are attached to 
horizontal bar so that they are even with sub-
ject's sternal apex. A mat should be placed 
under the bar to prevent slipping of feet. 
The body is at right angles to the rings. 
Count one for ea ch completed pull-up. Up to 
four i-counts are allowed for sagging , pumping, 
or knee bending. 
6. Push-ups - Boys -Parallel bars or wall parallel 
bars are used; former have an advantage in 
that they may be ad j usted to height. The bars 
should be shoulder nigh. Count one for mounting 
the bars. The subject dips to the point where 
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the elbow forms a right angle. The examiner 
notes this place be holding his fist which the 
subject touches each time he comes down. Up 
to four t-counts are allowed for incomplete 
push-up, kicking, or kipping. 
Push-ups - Girls - A stall bar bench is used. 
The subject assumes the front leaning rest 
position, with arms stra i ght, on a bench 13 
inches high. With hea d up a nd ba ck straight 
the sub j ect lowers her body so tha t her chest 
touches, or nearly touches, the bench. Each 
push-up counts one. Up to four !-counts are 
allowed for arching, swaying, or incomplete 
movements. 
Scoring 
1. Lung capacity - Recorded in cubic inches. 
2. Grip strength - Recorded to nearest pound. 
3. Back lift -Recorded in pounds. 
4. Leg lift - Recorded in pounds. 
5. Pull-ups - Boys and Girls - Record maximum 
number. 
6. Push-ups - Boys and Girls - Record maximum 
number. 
?. Arm strength - Arm strength is computed by the 
following formula: 
{Push-ups plus pull-ups) ( W plus H- 60) ern ··· ) 
W = Weight in pounds 
H : Height in inches (disregard H- 60 if height 
is less than 60 inches). 
8. Computing the SI {Strength Index) - To the arm 
strength is added the lung capacity, back and 
leg strength, and grip strength. The total 
score is the Achieved or Abtained Strength 
I ndex. 
9. Computing the PFI {Physical Fitness Index) -
To obtain the PFI the following formula is used: 
PFI : Achieved SI X 100 
Norm 
The norm is obtained from Tables VIII and IX, 
which have been constructed on the basis of sex, 
a ge, and weight of the subject. (Norms for men 
and women, ages 19 to 38 years, are available 
from the Medart Comnany in St. Louis) 
Validity 
Physicians' judgements of health status and PFI 
scores resulted in a correlation of .60. 
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Reliability 
1. Lung capacity -------------- ,97 
2. Right grip ----------------- .92 
3. Left grip ~ ----------------- .90 
4. Back strength -------------- .88 
5. Leg strength --------------- .86 
6. Pull-ups ------------------- ,91 
7. Push-ups ------------------- .90 
8. Strength index ------------- ,94 
Reference 
A 1" d 
Rogers, Frederick Rand, Physical Capacitl Tests 
in the Administration of Physical Educat oh, 
(Contributions to Educat i on No. 173.) New York, 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1925. 
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PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Pull Up on Horizontal Bar" (Test of Arm and Shoulder 
Girdle Strength) 
Equipment 
Horizontal bar 
Description 
Grasp the bar with the hands about shoulder width 
apart and palms toward the face. Move the feet 
far enough beyond the bar that when the weight 
rests on the heels, with knees, hips, and back 
straight, the line of the body forms a right an-
gle with the line of the straight arms. Keep the 
body straight and bend the arms until the neck or 
upper chest touches the bar. Extend arms again. 
Repeat again without pausing and continue as long 
as possible or for a stated number of times. 
Scoring 
Score is the number which can be done before stop-
ping or before the body begins to sag or sway. 
Validity 
.81 
Reliability 
Not available 
Reference 
Scott, Glayds M., and French, Esther, Evaluation 
in Physical Education, c.v. Mosby Co., 1950, p. 1?1 
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PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"push and Pull" (Test for .Arm and Shoulder Girdle 
Strength) 
Equipment 
Hand dynamometer with push-pull attachment 
Description 
Hold the apparatus in front of the chest, one 
hand on each handle, elbows bent and arms in a 
horizontal plane. Pull as hard as possible. This 
pull is similar to that exercise in which one 
tries to touch the elbows behind the shoulders. 
In the same position, push in on the apparatus as 
hard as possible. The heel of the hand may be 
used. Do not brace the apparatus against the chest 
in either trial. 
Scoring 
Score is recorded in pounds. A scale for college 
freshmen and sophomores appears in reference. 
Validity 
The coefficients have been established in various 
studies and always run rather high. 
Reliability 
.91 
Reference 
Scott, Gladys M., and French, Esther, Evaluation 
in Physical Education, c.v. Mosby Co., 1950, p. 168. 
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PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Push Up on Knees" (Test for Arm and Shoulder Girdle 
Strength) 
Equipment 
None 
Description 
Lie in the prone position with the hands under 
the point of the shoulders, elbows slightly 
spread. Feet may be raised from the floor, or 
knees may be kept relaxed. Keep body straight 
and extend arms fully, weight will be resting 
on hands and knees. Bend arms so that chest 
again touches the floor. Repeat promtly and 
continue as long as possible or for a stated 
number of times. 
Scoring 
Score is the number which can be done before 
stopping or before position is changed. 
Validity 
.'72 
Heliability 
.93 
Reference 
Scott, Glayds M., and French, Esther, Evaluation 
in Physical Education , c.v. Mosby Co., 1950 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Rocker" (Test of Abdominal Strength) 
Equipment 
Gym mat 
Description 
Start in back lying position, hands on the 
shoulders with elbows extended straight side-
ward. Raise t he feet a nd trunk a few inches off 
the floor so that only the hips are in contact 
with the floor. Rock gently from side to side 
while holding this flexed position. Sideward 
movement is checked by contact of the elbow on 
the floor. A push off with the elbow is permit-
ted. 
Scoring 
The score is the number of seconds the position 
and action are maintained. 
Reliability 
Not available 
Validity 
No studies are known dealing with the valida-
tion of this test. 
Reference 
Scott, Glayds M., and French, Esther, Evaluation 
in Physical Education, c.v. Mosby Co., l950 
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PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Sideward Leap" (Test of Balance) 
Equipment 
Prepare floor by marking three 1n square spots 
in a line 18" a part. Place additional marks on 
floor in a line at right angles to the previous 
line. These marks should be three inches a part. 
Range in distance from A to X should be 24 to 40 
inches according to age and height of class. See 
diagram on the next page. 
Description 
Place left foot on mark X, leap sideward and 
land on A with right foot. Immediately lean for-
ward and touch spot B, lift finger a few inches 
from the floor and hold position five seconds. 
It is a failure if you (1) Fail to cover A on 
leap, (2) Move the foot after landing on A, (3) 
Fail to lean forward and touch B immediately, 
(4) Brace the hand on the floor after touching B, 
(5) Fail to hold the balance five seconds, (6) 
Fall down. You will have three trials to the right, 
three to t he left and then repeat three to each 
side. 
Scoring 
The score is one ~oint for each successful trial. 
Validity 
Not ava ilable 
Reliability 
The coefficient was .88 when com-puted on alternate 
trials of a series of ten a nd st epped up by the 
Spearman-Brown formula. 
Reference 
Scott, Gla yds M., and French, Esther, Evaluation 
in Physical Education, C.V. Mosby Co., 1950, p. 86 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Sit U:p" (Test of Abdominal Strength) 
Eoui~ment 
one 
Description 
Assume a hook sitting position with the feet 
All a 
flat on the floor, back straight. Place hands on 
the shoulders with elbows reaching forward to 
rest on the top of the knees. \Vhen feet are prop-
erly :placed, a partner will hold them in position. 
Lie on back while wa iting for the starting signal, 
keeping the hands on the shoulders. On signal, 
"Ready, Go", lift trunk f ar enough to touch the 
point of the elbows to the knees and return to 
back lying (back, but not head touching}. You may 
stop, rest, and restart if you wish. 
Scoring 
Score is total number of correct movements (up 
and down) performed in one minute. 
Validity 
The coefficients, when the sit up scores were 
correlated with work output on the ergometer, were 
.48 and .52 in two successive studies. 
Reliability 
.94 for trials on succes s ive days by 140 college 
women. 
Reference 
Scott, Glayds M., and French, Esther, Evaluation 
in Physical Education, c.v. Mosby Co., 1950, p. 173 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Sitting, Bobbing" (rrest of Hi p and Back Flexion) 
Equipment 
None 
Descrintion 
Sit on the floor with the legs straight and extend-
ed at right angles to the line of the boards on 
the floor. Place the heels on a crack between the 
boards with feet about five or six inches apart. 
A partner stands with her feet aga inst those of 
the performer to prevent the latter from slipping. 
The performer bends fo~Yard, reaching as far for-
ward as possible on the floor. The knees must be 
kept straight. 
Scoring 
The score is the farthest point rea ched by the 
finger tips. 
Validity 
Not available 
Reliability 
Not available 
Reference 
Scott, Glayds M., and French, Esther, Evaluation 
in Physical Education, C.V. Mosby Co., 1950, p.l83 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Spinal Extension" (Test of Extension in Upper Back) 
Equipment, 
None 
Description 
Lie in a straight prone position on the floor. 
Clasp hands together above the hips. Raise the 
head and shoulders from the floor by arching the 
upper back; pull with the arms keeping the lower 
corner of the ribs on the floor. 
Scoring 
Score is the vertical distance from the supraster-
nal notch (top of the sternum) to the floor. 
Validity 
Not available 
Reliability 
Poley obtained a coefficient of .8? on 63 college 
students. 
Reference 
Scott, Glayds M., and French, Esther, Evaluation 
in Physical Education, c. V. Mosby Co., 1950, p. 
185. 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Standing, Bobbing" (Test of Hip ana. Back Flexion) 
Eouipment 
Scale marked with one half inch intervals on 
A JSa 
the front of a chair, stool, or platform, with the 
inches marked above and below the level of the 
chair surface. 
Description 
Stand with the toes even with the front edge of 
the chair and a~ainst the sides of the scale. Let 
the arms and trunk relax and hang forward, fingers 
in front of the scale. .Then bob downward force-
fully three or four times, reaching equally with 
the fingers of both hands. The knees must be kept 
straight. 
Scoring 
The score is the lowest point reached in the ser-
ies of bobbing. 
Validity 
Not available 
Reliability 
Poley abtains a coefficient of .93 on performance 
of 63 college students. 
Reference 
Scott, Glayds M., and French, Esther, Evaluation 
in Physical Education, c.v. Mosby Co., l950, p. 182 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Step Test of Physical Fitness for Boys" 
Equipment 
Platform 20" high, platform 18" high, stop 
watches, nomographic chart to calculate surface 
area, scale for weight 
Description 
!.!Measure height and weight of each boy. Calcu-
late the surface area and assign to group I 
(less than 1.85 square meters) or group II 
(more than 1.85 square meters). Group I uses 
18" platform and group II uses 20" platform. 
2. Each boy stands at attention in fromt of his 
platform. A leader gives the signal "Ready" 
Scoring 
and then "Up". At the command "Up", each boy 
places one foot on the platform, steps up with 
the other, and steps down again, one foot at a 
time. Pace is counted by a leader. Continue 
for four minutes. Subject sits sown immediatly. 
One minute after end of exercis e, observer takes 
pulse for thirty seconds, again after two minutes 
and again after three minutes. 
The three one-half minute nuls e counts are added 
and the sum is multiplied by two in order to 
yield rates per minute. The duration of the exer-
cise in seconds X 100 is then divided by the sum 
of the pulse rates, and the result is the ~hysi­
cal fitness index. 
Validity 
Not available 
Reliability 
Not available 
Reference 
"A Simple Method of 'I'esting Physical Fitness of 
Boys", Research Q.uarterly, vol. 14, no. 1, March 
1943. 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Strength Tests for 4-H Club Members" 
Equipment 
Arm pull machine, blackboard, chalk, chinning 
bar, parallel bar 
Description 
1. Broad jump - Markings should be made at one 
inch intervals. A 2x8" plank should be stak-
ed to the ground at the take off mark for a 
toe hold. The tes tee is given three trials. 
2. Arm pull - Testee is sea ted with feet braced 
against foot bar. Knees are held down and 
machine is adjusted to length of leg. Subject 
grasps hand bar and pulls aga inst s~ring scales 
which register pull in pounds. 
3. Vertical jump - A slate blackboard is erected 
with lower edge 6' high. Rule lines in one 
inch intervals. Jumper mois tens fingers in 
water, reaches up to mark board , then jumps 
and touches the board again. 
4. Chins - The number of times a tes tee could chin 
himself from a full ar m' s hanging pos ition was 
counted as his score. 
5. Push ups -From a hand stand pos ition at the 
end of the parallel bars the testee lowers 
himself to a ri~ht angle arm bend nosition. 
He then returns -to the first position. He 
continues to rai s e a nd lower himself as many · 
times as possible without resting . 
Scoring 
1. Broad jump - Scores were recorded by the s pace 
within which the back heel l anded . 
2. Arm pull -Pull is regis t ered in pounds. 
3. Vertical jump - Score is the d i f ference between 
marks. 
4. Chins - Score is the number of comple ted chins. 
5. Push ups - Score is the number of completed 
push ups. 
6. Sta ndard score tables are available in the 
reference. 
Validity 
Not available 
Reliability 
Not available 
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Reference 
"Selection and Standardization of Strength Tests 
for 4-H Club Membersn, Research Quarterly, vol. 
27, no. 3, Oct: 285. 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Triple Lap" (Test of Endurance) 
Equipment 
Stop watch 
Descri-ption 
Lay out course which is a total of 25 or 30 yards. 
Run one lap at top speed. The score is the num-
ber of seconds (to the nearest tenth) required to 
run the lap. Immediately turn and run a second 
time, the score being the number of seconds re-
quired. Immediately run a thir lap , score is the 
time required. 
Scori~ T~ endurance score i s the ratio of the total 
time to that of the best lap, or 
total time 
shortest time for one lap 
Validity 
Not available 
Reliability 
Mohr failed to obtain a satisfactory reliability 
on this test. Good motivation should be provided 
and several trials being used ·with the best being 
considered. 
Reference 
Scott, Glayds M., and French, Esther, Evaluation 
in Physical Education , c.v. Mosby Co., 1950, 
p. 1?9. 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Vertical Pull with Dynamometer" (Test for Arm and 
Shoulder Girdle Strength) 
Eoui;pment 
Dynamometer with ;push pull attachment 
Description 
Stand with heels and back against wall, should-
ers lined uu with dynamometer. Grasp the handle 
on the attachment with the palm toward the wall. 
Stretch tall, back against the wall and pull down 
(in chinning fashion) as hard as ;possible. There 
should be no movement of the body. 
Scoring 
The score is the number of nounds registered on 
the dynamometer (one hand oDly). 
Validity 
There was a correlation coefficient of .86 be-
tween the sum of the push ;pull scores and this 
test on performance of 9? college women at the 
University of Iowa. 
Reliability 
.90 
Reference 
Scott, Glayds M., and French, Esther, Evaluation 
in Physica l Education, c.v. Mosby Co., 1950, p. 
164 
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PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Vertical Pull With Spring Scale" (Test for Arm and 
Shoulder Girdle Strength) 
Egui~ment 
:prlng scale, rope 
Description 
Attach spring scale to floor. Tie rope to other 
end and extend rope up to ceiling and through a 
pulley. Rope then comes down to subject with 
handle attached to the end. Subject stands erect 
in a com~fortable stance and with choulders fixed. 
Pull down as hare. as :possible without bending the 
knees or hips or twisting the body. 
Scoring 
Score is the number of pounds registered on the 
s pring scale. 
Validity 
Correlated with Rogers Short Index of strength 
in determining the validity of the null test as 
a general measure of strength, an r of .59 was 
obtained. 
Reliability 
.95 
. . 
Reference 
Scott, Gladys M., and French, Esther, Evaluation 
in Physical Educ ation, C.V. Mosby Co., 1950, p. 
166 
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PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Victory Corps Test" 
Eaui-pment 
Hor~zontal bar, parallel bar, rope, chalk, stop 
watch 
Descrit"tion 
Ca egory I (Arm and Shoulder Girdle) 
1. Push ups 
2. Pull ups 
3. Dips on parallel bars 
4. 15' rope climb 
5. Bar vault 
Category II (Abdomen and Back) 
1. Sit ups 
2. Hanging half lever 
3. Leg lift 
4. Forward bend 
5 • Bank twist 
Category III (Legs) 
1. Potato race 
2. Jump and reach 
3. Standing broad jump 
4. Running broad jump 
5. Running high jump 
6. 100 yard dash 
7. 440 yard dash 
8. 880 yard dash 
Ten items are to be chosen as a battery. No 
fewer than three tests should be chosen from 
each category, the first test in each instance 
to be chosen. 
Scoring 
Classify according to a p:e, height, and weight, 
utilizing Cozen's classification procedure. 
Validity 
Not available 
Reliability 
Not available 
Reference 
Clark, H. Harrison, Atplication of Measurement 
to Health and Physica Education, Prentice-Hall 
Inc., l95l . 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"WAC Physical Fitness Test" 
Equipment 
Stop watch 
Description 
1. Full dips - Assume prone :fall position, hands 
at least shoulder distance apart~ Lower body 
slowly, keeping it straight. Touch chin to 
:floor. Repea t as many times as possible. 
2. Sit ups - Assume back lying position, knees 
bent and :feet , :flat on :floor. Keen hands alonR-
side body a nd come to a sitting position. Re: 
turn to lying position. Continue a s long as 
nossible. 
3. ~Ving li:ft - Assume :front l ying position with 
hands clasped behind neck. Raise upper body 
and head until bottom o:r rib cage is just touch-
ing flo or. Return to starting position. 
Per:form as many times as possible in one minute. 
4. Squat thrusts - Assume squat position, hands on 
:floor between knees. Extend legs ba ckward 
with thrust, body straight. Return to s quat 
position. Repeat as many times as possible in 
thirty seconds. 
Scoring 
1. Full dips - One point :for each completed exer-
cise. 
2. Sit ups, wing li:ft, squat thrusts - Scoring is 
same as 1. 
Validity 
Not available 
Reliability 
. Not available 
Re:ference 
Larson and Yocum, Measurement and Evaluation in 
Physical, Health and Recreation Education, c.v. 
Mosby Co., 1951. 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
"Women's Reserve, USNR, Physical Fitness Test" 
Equipment 
Stop watch 
Description 
A33a 
1. Straddle pull-ups - Subject on back, partner 
stands astride torso just outside subject's 
elbows facing subject's head. Subject and part-
ner take interlocking grips at wrists. Keeping 
her body straight the subject pulls up until 
chest contacts inside of the partner's thighs 
firmly. Partner stands erect. Perform as many 
as possible. 
2. Floor dips - Subject assumes prone position, 
knees bent and touching floor with f eet in air. 
Back and arms are straight. Di p the chest to 
the floor and push up to the straight arm posi-
tion. Continue as long as ~ossible. 
Note - For a dvanced groups the regular push up 
may be used. 
3. Full squats - From the position of attention 
squat d own until buttocks touch the heels, at 
the s ame time thrusting the arms forward to the 
horizontal. Return to the position of attention. 
Allow credit if the ba ck is straight, buttocks 
touch the heels, and position of attention is 
assumed ea ch time. Perform as many as possible. 
4. Sit ups - Subject on back with legs at t he 
Scoring 
ankles approximately 12" a part, hands cla sped 
behind head. Partner holds ankles as the subject 
raises body and touches alternately left elbow 
to right knee and vice versa. Subject returns 
to starting position. Repeat as many times as 
possible with no rest. 
Note -Sit ups can be done against time (15 se-
conds, 30 seconds or one minute) or with advan-
ced students they can be done alone. 
One point for each exercise correctly performed. 
Validity 
Not available 
Reliability 
Not available 
Reference 
Larson and Yocum, Measurement and Evaluation in 
Physical, Health and Recreation Education, C. V. 
Mosby Co., 1951 
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MOTOR ABILITY 
B 
MOTOR ABILITY 
BARROW 
FACILITIES 
1. Softball 
2. Basketball 
3. Medicine ball 
4. Mat 
5. Chairs 
DESCRIPTION 
Two batteries are devised, one consisting of standing 
broad jump, softball throw, zigzag run, wall pass, medi-
cine ball put and 60-yard dash. The second consists of 
standing broad jump, medicine ball put and zigzag run. 
Broad jump 
A 5- by 20 foot tumbling mat is used for administration 
in the gymnasium. A. warm-up is permitted, then three 
successive trials are given. Scoring is the distance of 
the best jump measured to the nearest inch. 
60-Yard Dash 
One trial is permitted and scoring is to the nearest 
tenth of a second. 
Wall Pass 
A restraining line is marked on the floor 9 feet from a 
smooth wall. The subject stands behind the restraining 
line with a regulation basketball. On the signal to 
start, the ball is passed against the wall in any manner 
desired. It is caught on the rebound and returned to 
the wall as rapidly as possible in fifteen seconds. Both 
feet of the subject must remain behind the restraining 
line, and, if the ball is missed, the subject must re-
trieve it and return to the starting line before continu-
ing the test. Scoring is the number of times the ball 
hits the wall in a fifteen-second time allotment. 
Softball Throw 
The field is marked in 5-yard intervals with football 
sideline markers. A regulation softball is used for the 
test. Each subject is permitted three throws, with a 
short run to the starting line permitted. Scoring is to 
the nearest foot for the best throw. 
Zigzag Run 
A course is laid out. The subject starts at point S in 
a semi-crouched position. He traverses the course three 
times and must not grasp the chairs which have been 
placed there as obstacles. If a foul is committed, as, 
for example, knocking a chair over, a second trial is 
permitted. Scoring is to the nearest tenth of a second. 
Medicine Ball Put 
The subject stands behind a restraining line and is per-
mitted three successive trials in putting a 6 pound medi-
cine ball. A distance of 15 feet behind the restraining 
line is designated as the area in which a run may be made 
up to the restraining line in performing the medicine 
ball put. Scoring is to the nearest one-half foot, the 
best of three trials being recorded. 
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SCORING 
2.2 standing broad jump + 1,.6 softball throw + 1.6 zig-
zag run + 1.3 wall pass + 1.2 medicine ball put + 60 
yard dash. The three battery item was weig hted equally 
for the three items. 
VALIDITY 
May be found in Barrow, Harold. A Test of Motor Ability 
for College Men. Doctoral Dissertation, University of 
Indiana, 1953. 
RELIABILITY 
first battery .950 
second battery .920 
REFERENCES 
1. Donald K. Mathews, Measurement in Physical Education, 
W. B. Saunders Company, 1958 pp. 128-130. 
2. College Physical Education Association, 57th Annual 
Proceedings 1954 pp. 157-159. 
FACILITIES 
1. None needed 
DESCRIPTION 
MOTOR ABILITY 
BRACE 
TEST 1 - Walk in a straight line, placing the heel of one 
foot in front of and against the toe of the other 
foot. Start with the left foot. Take ten steps 
in all, five with each foot. Eyes open. 
TEST 2 - Stand, jump into the air and place both feet to-
gether once, and land with the feet apa rt, any 
distance. 
TEST 3 - Lie flat on the back on the floor. Fold the 
arms across the chest. Raise the trunk to a 
sitting position. Do not raise the feet above 
the floor, or unfold the arms. 
TEST 4 - Fold the arms behind the back. Kneel onto both 
knees. Get up without losing the balance or 
moving the feet about. 
TEST 5 - Take a front leaning rest position, place the 
hands on the floor, arms straight, extend the 
feet back alon g the floor until the body is 
straight. Bend the arms, touching the chest 
to the floor, and push up again to straig ht 
arms. Do this three times in succession. Do 
not touch the floor with the legs or waist. 
TEST 6 - Squat on the toes with feet together and knees 
out, and hands between the knees with fingers 
touching the floor. Spring up onto both heels, 
with legs straight and toes up, and swinging 
both arms out at the side level with the floor. 
They should then be about 18 inches apart. Head 
up. Repeat this exercise three times rhythmi-
cally. 
TEST 7- Stand with _feet together. Jump into the air and 
make a full turn to the left, landing on the 
same spot. Do not lose the balance or move the 
feet after they strike the floor. 
TEST 8 - Jump into · the air and clap the feet together 
twice and land with· the feet apart. 
TEST 9 - Stand on the right foot. Grasp the left foot 
behind the right knee. Bend and touch the left 
knee to the floor, and stand up without touching 
any other parts of the body to the floor, or 
losing the balance. 
TEST 10 - Hold the toes of either foot in the opposite 
hand. Jump up and jump the free foot over the 
foot that is held, without letting go. 
TEST 11 - Jump into the air and slap both heels with the 
hands behind the back. 
TEST 12 - Stand, kick the right foot up so the toes come 
at least level with the shoulders. 
TEST 13 - Stand on the left foot. Bend forward and place 
both hands on the floor. Raise the right leg 
and stretch it back. Touch the head to the 
floor, and regain the standing position with-
out losing the balance. 
TEST 14 - Stand with both feet tight together. Bend 
down, extend both arms down between the knees~ 
around behind the ankles, and hold the fingers 
together in front of the ankles without losing 
the balan ce. Hold this position for five sec-
onds. 
TEST 15 - Stand with both feet together. Swing the arms 
and jump up in the air, making a full turn to 
the right. Land on the same spot and do not 
lose the balance, that is, do not move the 
feet after they first strike the floor. 
TEST 16 - Kneel onto both knees. Extend the toes of 
both feet out flat behind. Swing the arms and 
jump to the feet without rocking back on the 
toes, or losing the balance. 
TEST 17 - Fold the arms across the chest. Cross the 
feet and sit do\m cross-legged. Get u p without 
unfolding the arms or having to move the feet 
about to regain the balance. 
TEST 18 -Stand on the left foot. Hold the bottom of 
the right foot against the inside of the left 
knee. Place hands on the hips. Shut both eyes, 
and hold the position for ten seconds, without 
shiftin g the left foot about on the floor. 
TEST 19 - Take a squat rest position. This is place 
the hands on the floor between the knees and 
close to the feet. Bend the elbows slightly 
and place both knees well over the elbows. 
Rock forward onto the hands, raising the feet 
from the floor. Support the body on the hands. 
Hold the position for five seconds. 
TEST 20 - Stand on the left 'foot with the right foot ex-
tended forward off the floor. Sit down on the 
heel of the left foot, without touching the 
right foot or hands to the floor. Stand full 
up without losing the balance. 
SCORING 
Two trials are allowed to do each stunt. Score two if 
correctly done on the first trial, and one if correctly 
done on the second trial. 
VALIDITY 
Is .52 for girls, .68 for boys, when scores are corre-
lated with judgment of expert opinion. 
RELIABILITY 
Ranges from .66 to .82 on. individual stunts, .90 on 
whole test. 
REFERENCES 
1. john F. Bovard, Frederick W. Cozens and E. Patricia 
Hagman, ~ests and Measurements in Physical Education 
(Third Edition.), W. B. Saunders Company, 1949 pp.l45-146. 
2. David Kingsley Brace, Measuring Motor Ability, A. s. 
Barnes and Company, 1930 pp. 105-124. 
MOTOR ABILITY 
CARPENTER 
FACILITIES 
1. One ' gymnasium mat 
2. Measuring tape 
3. One four-pound s hot 
4. Scales 
DESCRIPTION 
1. Broad jump 
The jump is executed according to standard direction. 
A gymnasium mat may be used for the landing. If the 
mat is marked off at intervals, the measuring will be 
facilitated. The jump is measured to the nearest 
inch. 
2. Shot-put 
The s hot-put is executed according to standard direc-
tions, from a standing position. The distance is 
measured to the nearest foot. 
3. Weight 
The weight is read to the nearest pound. 
SCORING 
Boys: General Motor Ability Score = Broad Jump + 2.5 
shot + 0.5 weight. 
Girls: General Motor Ability Score = Broad Jump + 1.5 
shot + 0.05 weight. 
The scores made on the tests are filled in the equation 
and the indicated calculations made to get the general 
motor ability score. 
VALIDITY 
.82 between battery and a criterion of total points on 
a much longer battery. 
RELIABILITY 
Ranges from .77 to .90 on individual items. 
REFERENCES 
1. Raymond A. Weiss and Marjorie Phillips, Administra-
tion of Tests in Physical Education, C. V. Mosby 
COmpany, 1954 pp. 73-74. 
2. National Research Council of the Research Section, 
Measurements and Evaluation Materials in Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation, American ASsocia-
tion for Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 
1950 p. 103. 
FACILITIES 
MOTOR ABILITY 
HUMISTON 
1. Chalk for marking 
2. Nine folding chairs 
3. Two mats 5' x 7' 
4. One regulation gymnasium box, 4'6" x 3'6tt 
5. One ladder 1'6" rungs 
6. Two basketballs 
7. One pair jumping standards 
8. Rope 
9. One tape measure 
10. Stop watch 
DESCRIPTION 
You start from a standing position with your toes on this 
line, and on the signal, ''Ready Go,'' run in and out among 
the chairs, following the arrows chalked on the floor. The 
toes of either foot m~y be on the line. After rounding 
the last chair, run to the mat. Lie down on it full 
length, feet toward the finish line, roll over once. This 
is simply a side roll in the direction toward which you 
are running. It is not a somersault. You throw yourself 
on the mat and roll. Run to the box. Get over it any way 
you can -- climb, vault, jump, scramble -- anything to get 
over. Continue to run to the circle dra~m on the floor, 
turn around in it once while running. Continue to run 
between the barriers to the ladder. This is a climbing 
test, not a sliding test. Climb up until you can reach 
with one hand the rung marked with adhesive tape. Step 
on every rung going up and coming dovm. The ladder is 
safely fastened. Run to the girl holding the basketball. 
Take the ball from her. Run to the rope and throw the 
ball over the rope as you run under the rope, catch the 
ball and continue as fast as you can over the finish 
line carrying the ball. This straight-away is a good 
place to make up speed so be sure to g o by at top speed. 
Do not slow down so that you come to a standstill. If 
you drop the ball, pick it up and continue your run to 
the final line. 
MOTOR ABILITY 
LARSON 
FACILITIES 
Indoor Test 
1. Stop watch 
2. Five low hurdles 
3. A horizontal bar 
4. Mats 
5. Parallel bars 
6. Vertical jump wall board 
7. Powdered chalk 
Outdoor Test 
1. Twelve-inch inseam softball 
2. Tape measure 
3. A horizontal bar 
4. Mats 
5. Vertical jump wall board 
DESCRIPTION 
Dodging Run (Indoor) 
At a signal begin running, following the course marked 
out. Run straight ahead, pass the first hurdle to the 
left and turn right. Pass to the right of the next hurdle, 
turn left and pass to the left of the next hurdle and turn 
right. Circle the last hurdle counterclockwise, and then 
follow the same path back to the start as was originally 
taken. When you return to the starting point, circle 
the hurdle at the starting line in either direction and 
run the course over a second time, following the same 
path as for the first run. 
Bar Snap (Indoor and Outdoor) 
Swing underneath, shooting the feet close to the bar and 
upward. Arch the back as the feet are thrust away from 
the bar. Push hard with the hands and release the bar 
when sufficient height has been reached for the best dis-
tance. Try to clear as much distance as possible · before 
starting the underswing. 
Chinning (Indoor and Outdoor) 
jump to a hang, using either the forward or reverse grip. 
Pull up until the chin is over the bar, then lower the 
body until the arms are straight. Do not kick, swing, 
or rest. Partial chins do not count. 
Dips (Indoor) 
Jump to a front support position at the end of the paral-
lel bars, arms fully extended. Lower the body until the 
elbows are bent to a right angle, then push up to the 
starting position. Do not swing, kick, or rest in any po-
sition. Partial dips do not count. 
Vertical jump (Indoor and Outdoor) 
Face against the wall, with both hands upstretched and 
feet flat on the floor. After the height of the out-
stretched finger tips is marked, move to a sidewise posi-
tion with right or left arm close to the wall. Powder the 
middle finger of the hand. Execute a vertical jump, swing-
ing both arms upward, and mark the point of maximum height 
with the chalked finger. Three jumps are allowed. 
Baseball Throw for Distance (Outdoor) 
Stand far enough back of the throwing line to allow a 
running throw. Execute a running throw, taking care not 
to overstep the line. Three trials are allowed. 
INDOOR TEST 
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1. Baseball Throw 2. Ba:.r Snap 3. Chinning 
4. Vertical Jump 
FACILITIES 
1. Chin bar 
2. Shot-put 
3. Basketball 
4. Baseball 
DESCRIPTION 
MOTOR ABILITY 
MC .CLOY . 
Two types of tests are given. 
Boys I 
1. Arm strength computed by chinning, weight and 
chins. 
Boys II 
1. A sprint from 50 to 100 yards. 
2. Broad jump 
3. Running high jump 
4. One throwing event, either shot-put, baseball or 
basketball 
Girls 
In the girls motor ability, the actual number of pull-
ups is used rather than pull-up strength. Following 
test items are used: 
1. Sprint 
2. Broad jump 
3. Throw for distance 
SCORING 
Boys I 
Chinning Strength = 1.77 (weight) + 342 (chins)-- 46. 
Boys II 
General Motor Ability Score = .1022 (total track and 
field points) + .3928 (Chinning strength). 
Girls 
General Motor Ability Scores = .42 (total tracl( and 
field sports) + 9.6 (number of chins). 
Items can be found on McCloy's scoring tables for boys 
which appear in McCloy, H. H. and Young, Norma Dorothy: 
Tests and Measurements in Health and Physical Education, 
3rd ed. New York, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1954. 
VALIDITY 
Items are valid measures of motor ability. Reliability 
for battery not given. 
RELIABILITY 
Above .9 computed on boys only. 
REFERENCES 
1. Donald K. Mat_hews, Measurement in Physical .Education, 
W. B. Saunders Company, 1958 pp. 138-139. 
2. Ruth B. Glassow and Marion R. Broer, Measuring Achieve-
ment in Physical Education, W. B. Saunders Company, 
1938 pp. 252-253. 
MOTOR ABILITY 
MINNESOTA 
FACILITIES 
1. One medicine ball 
2. Three hurdles 
3. 16' mat 
DESCRIPTION 
The following 
1. Medicine 
test 
ball 
2. Ball catch 
3. Standing broad 
4. Forward roll 
items 
throw 
jump 
5. 75 yard hurdles 
SCORING 
Not given. 
VALIDITY 
Not given. 
RELIABILITY 
.913 
REFERENCE 
are 
for 
included: 
distance 
1. Ruth B. Glassow and Marion R. Broer. Measuring Achieve-
ment in Physical Education, W. B. Saunders Company, 
1938. 
MOTOR ABILITY 
NEWTON 
FACILITIES 
1. Two gymnasium mats or one long mat 
2. Ten 15-inch-high gymnasium benches 
3. Five bamboo sticks 
4. One Indian club 
5. One stop watch 
6. One jump standard 
7~ One tap bell 
8. Small shelf 
DESCRIPTION 
Broad jump 
Using any method you like, jump as far as you can. Try 
to fall forward , as your jump will be measured from the 
part of your body that is nearest the starting line . You 
will have three trials. 
Hurdles 
On the signal "Ready Go," start running as fast as you 
can, jump over each hurdle, run around the Indian club 
and back over the hurdles. Keep running at top speed un-
til you cross the starting line again, which is also the 
finish line. Do not start slowing up as you approach the 
line, wait until after you have crossed it. If you knock 
off a hurdle disregard it and keep on running. You will 
have one trial. 
Scramble 
Lie flat on your back with your feet against the wall, 
raise the arms sideways at shoulder level with the palms 
down on the floor. On the signal "Ready, Go," get to 
your feet as rapidly as possible, run to the bell and 
tap it twice, return to the back lying position and clap 
the hands on the floor twice. Repeat the whole perform-
ance until you have made the fourth tap of the bell. Your 
time will be taken from the signal "Go" until you make 
the fourth double tap of the bell. You will have one 
trial. 
Q 
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SCORING 
Broad Jump - the best of three trials is the final score. 
The jump is measured to the nearest inch. 
Hurdles - Final score is the time, measured to the near-
est fifth second, from the signal "Go" until the finish 
line is crossed. 
Scrambles - s ame as hurdles until fourth tap of bell is 
made. 
VALIDITY 
See pages 128 ~129 Reference two. 
RELIABILITY 
Not given 
RE FERENCES 
1. Raymond A. Weiss and Marjorie Phillips, Administration 
of Tests in Physical Education, C. V. Mosby Company, 
1954 pp. 120-122. 
2. National Research Council of the Research Section, 
Measurements and Evaluation Materials in Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation, American Associa-
tion for Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 
1950 pp. 128-129 • 
FACILITIES 
1. Seven benches 
MOTOR ABILITY 
OREGON 
2. Chalk (red and white) 
3. Adhesive tape 
4. Stop watch 
5. Pencil 
6. India ink 
7. Whistle 
8. Blackboard 
9. Sponge and pan 
10. Apparatus for Trunk Bend 
11. 36 Eagle Brand No. 31 tennis balls 
12. Yard stick 
13. Two boxes -- one 16" x 12" x 3" and one 17" x 14" x 5t" 
fastened 3' apart 
DESCRIPTION 
Maze Run 
Start on piece of adhesive tape. One foot may be on it, 
but neither shall be in advance of it. Run around each 
bench without touching it. Follow the chalked line in 
the direction of the red arrow. You will finish at the 
same place you started. Be sure to touch the adhesive 
tape. Do not slow up at the finish until you have 
crossed the tape. Your time will be taken in seconds. 
The command will be: 'on your marks - get set -whistle.' 
jump Reach 
Wet your finger tips and toe the mark at the side of the 
ladder. With both heels on the floor reach as high as 
possible and make a mark. Wet your finger tips and from 
the same position jump as high as you can and make another 
mark. Your score is the distance between your reach and 
your jump to the nearest half-inch. 
Trunk Bending 
Step up to the apparatus. Slip your toes under the strap, 
fold arms across your chest with your fists clenched. Now 
brace yourself against this board and pull forward evenly 
steadily and just as hard as you can. Do not jerk. The 
strength of your pull is measured by this scale. 
Change Balls 
Place both palms flat on the starting mark. When whistle 
blows take the balls one at a time from the box on left 
with your left hand, place them in your right hand and 
then into the other box. Those balls not going in or 
those bouncing out do not count. Your score will be the 
number changed at the end of twenty seconds. 
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SCORING 
Battery 1. 0.7 basketball throw + 2 dash + wall pass 
+ 0.5 broad jump. 
Battery 2. 2 basketball throw + 1.4 broad jump - ob-
stacle race. 
The general motor ability score for each subject is found 
by filling in the raw score for each test item in t he 
equation and then performing the indicated calculations. 
VALIDITY 
A composite criterion, consisting of judgment r a ting of 
experts, T s~ores on 9 widely varied sport skills, and 
an achievement score based on three fundamental activi-
ties, was used in determining validity of each test 
battery. 
RELIABILITY 
Ranges from .62 to .91 on individual test items, both 
batteries. 
REFERENCES 
1. Raymond A. Weiss and Marjorie Phillips, Administration 
of Tests in Physical Education, C. V. Mosby Company, 
1954 pp. 125-129. 
2. National Research Council of the Research Section, 
Measurement and Evaluation Material in Physical Edu-
cation and Recreat ion, American Association for 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 1950 p. 135. 
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SPORTS SKILLS 
ARCHERY 
- ·---
.:EYde_l:,rcbery_,Te s t" 
Ji'acilities: 
C-1 
-----Standard 48-incb targets, so pl a ced tbat the center 
of the gold is 4 feet from the ground. Three lines 
marked on the ground, parallel to the target line a t 
dista nces of 50, 40 a nd 30 yards. 
Equipment : 
Six matched arrows a nd one bow per student. 
Descri~ion : 
Twenty-four arrows are shot from 30 yards' distance, 
24 from 40 ya rds and 24 from 50 yards. The arrows 
should be shot in ends of 6 arrows each, one practice 
end only being allowed a t each distance. The entire 
round need not be completed on the same day; however, 
a t least one distance. should be completed at each 
session. 
~cor:_!ng: 
The target values a re: gold, 9; red, 7; blue, 5; 
black, 3; white , 1; outside the white or missing the 
target, 0. An a rrow cutting two colors counts as 
ha ving hit the inner one; an arrow rebounding from or 
passing through th~ scoring f a ce of the t arget counts 
as onG hit and scores five points. 
Reliability : 
Va 1 i Q.!~Y.!. 
.82 for beginners a t 50 ya rds, • 96 for advanced • 
.• 91 " " " 40 " ' • 93 " " • 
T-Scales: 
Scales for colle ge women may be f ound in Reference 
2, pp. 63-65. 
References: 
1. Hyde, Edith I.: An Achievement Scale in Arche,ry, 
Res. Q., 8 :109-116. May, 1937. 
2. Scott, M. Gladys and French, Es ther: Evaluat ion 
in Physi cal Education. St. Loui s : The C.V. Mosby 
Company, 1950, pp. 62- 65. 
3. Weiss, Raymond A. and Phil1ins, Mar jorie: .Admin-
istration of Tests in Physic~1 Education. St-.-
Lou is: The C.V. Mosby Company , 1954, pp . 191-192. 
c-~ 
SPORTS SKILLS 
BADMI N"'l'ON 
"Lockhart & McPherson Badminton Test" 
Facilities: 
Wall space 10 feet high by 10 feet in length; 
one-inch net line marked on wall five feet above 
and parallel to floor; starting line drawn on :;_' 
floor 6t feet from wall; restraining line marked 
on floor thre e fe et from base of wall and parallel 
to starting line, sufficient space behind start-
ing line for testee to stand and serve. 
Equipment: 
Badminton racket, shut tlecock, stopwatch,score 
she e ts. 
Description: 
On signal,"Ready, go," testee serves the bird 
against the wall on or above the net line. The 
bird is played as many times as possible in 30 
seconds. 
Scoring: 
The score is the numbe r of legal hits made on 
or a bove the backboard net line in three trial s. 
Reliabil ity : 
.90 by tes t retest method 
Validi!l= 
. 90 a gainst correla toin of tota l j udges~ op i nions 
with perc entg,ge of total games wo n i n ro und-rob in 
tournament. 
T-S ca le s : 
Ava ilable in Re f e rence 1. 
References: 
1. I ,ockhart, Aile en; a n d ]fLcPherson , Frances A.; 
'l~e Development of a Test of Badminton Playin~ 
FOTI~-;I{es . s ., ~o:· De cember , 1949 . 
2. Mathews , :Dona ld K.; 1Ee a su rements in_ PhYsical 
~~ucc>0 ion.W .B. Saunders Compa ny, 1Y b~, pp.l58-1 59 
SPORTS SKILLS 
BADMINTON 
"Clear Teat" (French-Stalterl 
Facilities: 
C-4a 
Regulation indoor badminton court with net. A clothes~ 
line rope is stretched acrose court 14 feet from net, 
on target aide, parallel to net, 8 feet from floor 
Floor is marked as follows: Draw a line 2 feet nearer 
net than back doubles service line and parallel to it. 
Draw .a line 2 feet farther from net than back singles 
service line and parallel to it., (Draw lines lt" wide, 
measured from exact centers, in different colors to · 
increase souring accuracy. Number target areas 4,5, 3, 
beginning with area nearest net. On opposite aide of 
net, draw two-inch squares 11 feet from net and 3 feet 
to each side of center line. (See diagram) 
Equipment: 
New shuttles and tightly strung rackets. 
Description: 
Testee stands between squares in court opposite target. 
Tester (experienced player), standing on short service 
line at center of target court, serves shuttle, which 
must be above floor at squares, and between squares. 
Testee attempts to send shuttle, by means of a clear 
stroke, over rope and onto target. Twenty trials al-
lowed, only shuttles hit by player counting as trials. 
Area behind regulation court counts 3, between two rear 
lines of court counts 5, in front of regulation lines 
counts 4, over rope but in front of target counts 2. 
Scoring: 
No score given for any trial that fails to go over 
rope or land in target area as described above. Shuttles 
landing on lines count for higher area. Score for en-
tire test is total of 20 trials. "Carried" or "slung" 
strokes constitute fouls, and trial is repeated. 
Reliability: 
From .70 to .96. 
Validit:;y_:_ 
.60. 
T ... scales: 
Scales for college women may be found in Reference 
2, pp. 69-70. 
C-f-h 
(Badminton: "Clear Test," Continued) 
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References: 
1. Stalter, Evelyb and French, Esther: Study of Skill 
T~ts in Badminton for College Women, Res. ~. 20: 
257-272, October, 1949. 
2. Scott, M. Gladys and French, Esther: Evaluation 
in Physical Education. St. Louis: The c.v. Mosby 
Company, 1950, pp~ 72-74. 
3. Weiss, Raymond A. and Phillips, Marjorie: Admin-
istration of Tests in Physical Education. St. 
Louis: The c.v. Mosby Company, 1954, PP• 193-199. 
SPORTS SKILLS 
BADUDlTON 
"Long Serve Teat" (French-Stalter} 
Facilities: 
C-5~ 
Regulation indoor badmintohcourt with net. A clothes~ 
line rope is stretched across the court 14 feet from 
the net, on target side, parallel to net, 8 feet from 
floor. Floor is marked as follows: Using intersection 
of long service line and left-side boundary line for 
singles as midpoint, describe series of arcs in left 
service court at distances of 22", 30",. 38" and 46" 
from midpoint, measurement including width of the 2" 
line. Extend arcs from long service line to side 
line. Lines should be painted in different colors to 
increase scoring accuracy. (Showaard paint, which 
can be washed off, is recommended.) 
Equipment: 
New shuttles and tightly strung rackets. 
Description: 
Testee stands anywhere in service area diagonally 
opposite target, serves 20 times, attemtping to 
send shuttle over rope and into· target at rear of 
left court. Corner of target at intersection of 
service and side lines counts 5, next space counts 
4, then 3, then 2, and any shuttle in service area 
{over rope) but outside target area counts 1. 
Scoring: 
No score given for any trial that fails to go over 
rope or into service court. Any shuttle landing 
in an area or on line surrounding area scored as 
described above (see also diagram). Shuttle landing 
on line dividing two areas receives score for higher 
area. Score for entire teat is total of 20 trials. 
Illegal serve constitutes foul, and trial is re-
peated •• 
_Beliability: 
From .52 to .?7. 
Validity: 
.54. 
T-Scales: 
Scales for college women may be found in Reference 
2, PP• 69-?0. 
C-E"b 
(Badminton: "Long Serve Test." Continued) 
--
Rope, 8 fe t above floor 
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References: 
1. Stalter, Evelyn and French, Esther: Study of Skill 
Tests in Badminton for College Women, Res. ~. 20: 
2'-272, October, 1949. · 
2. Scott, M. Gladys and French, Esther: Evaluation 
in Physical Education. St. Louis: The C.V. Mosby 
Company, 1950, pp.70-72• 
3. Weiss, Raymond A. and Phllips, Marjorie: Admine 
istration of Tests in Physical Education. St. 
Louis: The c.v. Mosby Company, 1954, pp. 193-199. 
SPORTS SKILLS 
:BADMINTON 
"Short Serve Test" (French-Stalter) 
Facilities: 
C-ba 
Regulation indoor badminton court with net. A clothes-
line rope is stretched between the net standards, 20 
inches directly above the net and parallel to it. Floor 
is marked as follows: Using the intersection of the 
short service line and center line as midpoint, de-
scribe series of arcs in right service court at dis-
tances of 22", 30", 38" and 46" from midpoint, the 
measurement including width of the 2 11 line. Extend 
arcs from short service line to center line. Lines 
should be painted in different colors to increase 
scoring accuracy. (Showca.rd paint, which can be washed 
off, is recommended.) 
Equipment: 
New shu~tles and tightly strung rackets. 
Description: 
Testee serves from right service area diagonally 
across from target, 20 times, attempting to send 
shuttle between rope and net into right service court 
for doubles game. Corner of target at intersection 
of center and short service lines counts 5, next 
space counts 4, then 3, then 2, and remainder of 
service area outside all arcs counts 1. 
Scoring: 
Tester stands near center of left service court on 
same side of court as target, facing target. No score 
is given for any trial that fails to go between rope 
and net, or fails to land in doubles service court. 
Any shuttle landing within an area or on line sur-
rounding an area is scored as described above (see 
also diagram). Any shuttle landing on line dividing 
two scoring areas receives score for higher area. 
Score for entire test is total of twenty trials. 
Illegal serve constitutes foul, and trial is repeated. 
Reliability: 
From .51 to .88, according to group tested and their 
relative experience. 
Validity: 
From .41 to .66. 
(Badminton: nshort Service .Test, 11 Continued) 
I 
T-Scales: 
Scales for college women may be found in Reference 
2, PP• 69-70. 
.,.... __ 
l 
References: 
1. Stalter, Evelyn and French, Esther: Study of Skill 
Tests in Badminton for College Women, Re~. ~ . 20: 
257-272, October, 1949 
2. Scott, M. Gladys and French, Esther: Eva1~ation in 
Phvsical Education.st. Louis: The c.v. Mosby 
Company, 1950, PP• 66-70 .. 
3. Weiss, Raymond A. and Phillips, Marjorie: Admin-
i stration of Tests in Physical Education. St. 
Louis: The c.v. Mosby Compa.ny, 1954, PP• 193-199. 
SPORTS SKILLS 
11 Shu t tle "S'ootwork 'T'est 11 _(_French-S t a lter) 
H'acilities: 
Floor ma rkings c ons i s t of s ide bounda r y lines for 
s ingles a nd t he cent er l ine on a regula tion c our t . 
Call one boundr y _line A and the opposi t e line C; 
call t he c ent e r line B. 
Equipment: 
Stop watch and racke t s. 
J) ecription: 
c- 7 
Testee s t ands f a cing the ne t on l ine A. On s i gna l he 
moves s ideward i n a direc t ion par all el to t h e ne t t o 
t he opposite side l ine C, using sliding steps or t u r n-
ing a nd r unning , a lternating or shuttling ba ck a nd 
forth betwe en lines A and C for a period of fifte en 
s econds. The scorer stands f a cing the pl ayer on l i ne B. 
Scorin£: 
One point is scored each time a side line is touch ed 
and pne-half point is credited if the cen t er line is 
r eached a t the end of fifteen seconds. The score fo r 
.. the tes t i s t he total of four trials. 
Rel i abili 'Si :. : ; 
-- . 88 by the. odd - even meth od. 
Val i dity: 
. 52 with a cr iter ion of subjec t ive r a t ings. 
T-Scales: 
Scales for college women may be found in Reference 
2 , PP• 69-70 . 
References: 
1. S talter, Evelyn a nd French, Esther:Study of Skill 
Tests in Badminton for Colleg e Women, Res. Q. 20 
257-272, October, 19 49. 
2. Scott, M. Gladys and F rench, Esther: Evaluati on 
~n Physical Education. St. Louis: The C.V. Mosby 
Company, 1950, PP• 72-74. 
3 . Weiss, Raymond A. and Phillips , Marjorie: Admin-
i str a tionof Tests in Physical Education. St • .Louis: 
The c.v. Mosb~ Company , 1954 , PP• 193-199. 
c-a 
SPORTS SKILLS 
EADl\HNTON 
'!Volley Test 11 (French-Stalter} 
Facil_i till: 
Wall space of from 12 to 15 feet in width for each 
testing station and a height of at leasy 15 feet. Floor 
markings consist of a restraining line parallel to a nd 
6 feet from the wall, 1ncluding the width of the line in 
the 6-foot distance from the wall. 
Equipment: 
New shuttles ti ghtly strung rackets 1;md a r stop watch. 
I 
~ascription: 
Testee sta n d s behind the 6 - foot restraining line. On 
signal, be serves underhanded against the wall and volllye 
it on each reo0una for a periou uf thirty seconds. 
S coring: 
One point is scored for each volley a gainst the wall. 
The score for the test is t he tctal of the four trials. 
Hel i a bility: 
.71 by the odd- even me thod with fifty -nine women. 
yalidity: 
.52 
T-Sca les.;. 
S cales for colleg e women may be found in Reference 
2 , pp. 69 -70. 
Refe rences: 
1. S talter, F,vely n a nd F rench, E ster: Stud~~-o~_Skill 
Tests in Badminton _for Colleg e Women~ Res. ~· 20 : 
257- 2 72 , October , 1949. 
2 . Sco t t, M. Gladys and French, ~sthe r: Evaluation 
in Phys ical l"dua tiQn.St. Louis: The C.V. 1f.osby 
Company,-- 1950, pp. 74-7 6 • 
. 3. Weiss, Raymond A. a nd Phillips, :Marjorie: Admin-
istration of Tests in Physical Educat~~ St Louis : 
The c.v. Mosby Company, 1954,pp . 19 3- 199. 
SPOETS SKILLS 
BAS:EBALJ_, 
See SO:V'TBAI..L 
C-CJa, 
SPOE'l'2 SKILLS 
BASKFTBALL 
~Edgren Basketba ll Tes t" tBattery) 
Fac~l~t~es: 
One end of basKetball court plus wall space. 
Equipment: 
Basketball, spop watch, three-foot wide mat hung 
on a wall and four boxes or chairs. 
Description: 
Speed pass- Testee stand8 behind 8-foot line and 
passes the ball as rapidly as possible 10 times 
against the wall. 
~ccuracy Pass- Target, drawn on wall 1 2" byl0" ,. 
40" by 24"P and 60" by 48 ". A line 30 fee t fro m 
wall f or shoulder a n d hook pass es, a n d 15 feet 
from target for chest a nd underha nd passes. 
Testee s t and s back of line passing the b a ll to 
t a r ge t by chest push p a ss, underha nd pass, t wo -
hand shoulder p ass a nd one -hc?.nd overha nd hookpass 
Pivot a nd Shoot- Testee s t ands wi th b a ck to the 
b asTZP.t behlndline drawn through the f a r end of 
the free -throw line, executing a backward p i vo t 
c.nd i mmedic. t e l y shooting at t1oe ba sket wi t ho.ut 
a dvancing to~ard it. F ive shots a t own s pe ed. 
Speed Dribble- Testee stands to t h e lef t s ide of 
the s tarting line a n d on signal d r ibbles the b a ll 
to the first obstacle, pc?,s s ing on the left,. t hen 
dribbles a round the remaining thre e obstacl es, 
passing to the right of the s e cond,. left of t he 
t hi rd, and right of the fourth. Circleing the f 
fourth ob stacle and dribbling back around the 
same ob~ tacl es htis t i me passing to the opposite 
side of each a nd dri bblinp t o the left side of 
s tart ing line. 
Dribb le a nd Shoot- Te st e e sta nds at one si d e of 
1he basket cutside the free lane. On signal, 
teste e dribbles outward a round the f r ee- throw 
line and back toward the basket on the other side 
of the free lane. Testee executes a sho r t shot 
a s he a ~roaches the baske t, retrieves t he b a ll 
and then repeats the p rocess for a total of five 
sho t s. 
Opposition Shooting- Tes t e e stands outside the 
foul circle about one-third the distance from the 
f r ee throw line to t he basket, facing a way f rom 
the basket. On sign a l he turns and dri bbles in 
for a short shot being guarded b y a n Ol')ponent . 
(Basketball: "Edgren Basketball Test" Continued) 
Ball Handling - Testee stands back of the 8-foot 
line and outside the 6~foot line. At signal, he 
throws the ball against the wall across and to 
the outside of the mat, and returns to the starting 
point to receive the ball. In this manner, he makes 
ten passes in as short a time as possible. If the 
ball gets away, he retrieves it and returns to po~ 
sition before throwing again. 
Accure.cy Shooting - Testee stands at free-throw 
line, executing ten free throws. 
Scorin3J.. 
Record time to the nearest tenth-second. 
Inner square - 3 points, middle square - 2 points, 
outer square - 1 point. 
Score one point for each successful shot. 
Time required to complete event. 
II II II II II 
Number of baskets on five trials. 
Time required to pass and receive the ball ten times, 
Score one point for each successful throw. 
Reliability: 
yalidity: 
.?? 
T~Scales: 
--- Not available. 
References: 
1. Edgren, H.D., An Experiment in Testing of Ability 
and Progress in Basketball, Res. Q,. 3: 159 ... 171, 
March, 1932. 
2. Weiss, Raymond A. and Phil1ips, Marjorie: Admin-
istration of Tests in Physical Education. St. 
Louis: The c.v. Mosby Company, 1954, PP• 202-206. 
SPORTS SKILLS 
BASEETBALL 
"Knox Basketball Test'' (Battem 
Facilities: 
One half basketball court. 
C -/Oo.. 
~uinment: 
Seven obstacles (chairs may be used); a basketball 
inflated to 13 pounds; stop watch; and three tin 
cups, one painted blue, one red, and one white 
(coffee cans may be used). 
Description: 
Speed Dribble - At signal, testee picks up ball from 
starting line and dribbles down and back through the 
line of obstacles (Fig. A). 
Speed Pass - Testae stands behind line marked on 
floor 5 feet from wallt and rebounds basketball from 
wall (using chest passJ as rapidly as possible fif-
t een times. If any rebound rquires moving more than 
one step for recovery, the test is repeated. 
Dribble Shoot - Same as Speed Dribble, except three 
obstacles instead of four are used, and testee must 
make a basket before he returns. If he fails to 
make basket on first attempt, he must continue 
shooting until successful. 
Penny-Cup Test - Testee stands on starting line with 
his back to cups and penny in one hand (See Fig. B). 
At signal, he turns and runs toward cups. As he 
crosses signal line, tester gives him one of three 
directional commands: "Red, 11 "Wbi te," or "Blue." 
Testee continues to cup indicated and places penny 
in that cup. Test is repeated four times. 
Scoring: 
Time in seconds to complete test and return to 
starting line. 
Time in seconds until ball hits wall fifteenth time. 
Time in · seconds to complete test. 
Time in seconds until penny strikes cup; total 
score is sum of four trie,ls. 
Reliability: 
.aa 
Validity: 
.90 for squad members, .eo for first team members. 
c ~ /& b 
(Basketball: "Knox Basketba.ll Test" Continued) 
T ... Scales: 
t---.. . 65·' ~ 
---- 20'-~~o~l~a"'- 15-.-o.-----..15' ~ 
~our obsta~s for Spee~ibble T 
Test, 
Last obstacle replaced by basket for 
Dribble Shoot Test. 
Speed Dribble and Dribble Shoot 
OE'ig. A d) 
I 
·starting Line Signal Line : 5 t 
' 
8' ) ( 
Penny .. Cup Test 
. Fig. B 
J 2' ' ) ~ 
I 
' 51 
I 
' <a 
References: 
1. KnOX, Robert Dawson: An Experiment to Determine 
the Relationship between Performance in Skill 
Teats and Success in Playing Basketball. Unpub-
lished Master's Thesis, Univ. of Oregon, Eugene, 
Oregon, June, 1937. 
2. Knox, Robert Dawson, Basketball Ability Tests. 
Scholastic Coach 17:45, March, 1947. 
3. Mathews, Donald K.: Measurements in Physical 
Education. w. B. Saunders Company, 1958, PP• 
166 ... 169. 
SPORTS SKILLS 
BASKETBALL 
"Lehsten Basketball Test"(Battery) 
Facilities: 
Regular basketball court with a clear wall. 
~quipment: 
C- II a, 
Baskets per Minute. Basketball, stop watch and one 
end of basketball court. . 
Vertical Ju~p~ Chalk. Jump and reach board calibrated 
in inches and attached to the basketball backboard. 
The jump board is 3 feet high and 2 feet wide, pl e,ced 
so that t he bottom line of the board is 6 feet above 
t he floor. 
40-foot Dash- Stop watch. 
Wall Bounce. - Target 2 feet wide by 4 feet high, low-
er limit 3 feet above the floor. 
Dodging Run.- Five track hurdles playced in £ive lanes. 
Description: 
~asket per Minute.- Testee stands behind foul line and 
on signal proceeds to shoot as many baskets as possi-
ble in one minute. 
Vertica l Jump.- '.res tee stands facing the board. Vii th 
a short piece of chalk in one hand,reach up and make 
a mark as high a s possible, keeping both f ee t on the 
floor. Then tum 90 degrees to the left or right so 
that your reaching hand is closest to the board. Then 
crouch and jump as high as possible and at the point 
of greatest height, make a second horizontal mark on 
the board at the highest point of reach. You are al" 
lowed three trials. 
40-Foot Dash.-Testee stands behind the out-of"bounds 
line at the end of the floor. On signal, testee runs 
the 40-foot course as fast as poss i ble. 
Wall Bounce.-Testee stands back of testrai.ning line 6 
feet from the wall target. On signal, bounce the bas-
ket ball against the wall target. Using the two hand 
throw and catch the rebound without its touching the 
floor. Continue in this manner as rapidly as possible 
for ten seconds. 
Dodging Run. - At a signal, testee runs forward, passes 
to the left of the first hurdle, then turns right and 
passes to the right of the next hurdle and turns left. 
Passes to the left of the next hurdle; turns right and 
circles the last hurdle counterclockwise. Then runs 
directly back to the starting point staying to the 
right of all hurdles. Circles the starting line hurdle 
in a counterclockwise direction and then runs the course 
a second time in exactly the same manner as the first 
time. 
C- /II., 
(:Basketball: "Lehsten Basketball Test" Continued) 
Scoring: 
The number of baskets made in one minute, the height 
of the vertical jump to the nearest half inch, the· 
time for the 40-foot dash to the nearest tenth of a 
second, the number of times in 10 seconds the ball is 
bounced and caught, and the time for the dodging r un 
to the nearest tenth of a second are the raw scores 
for this test. These raw scores may be converted in-
to scale scores using Table 50, Reference No. 2. 
R~liability: 
Validi U : 
.59 
T~scales: 
Available Page 211 and 212, Reference 2 
References: 
1. Lehsten, N., A Measure of Basketball Skills in 
High School Boys The P}iYsical Educator 5:103-109~ 
Decan ber, 1948. 
2. Weiss, Raymond A. and Phillips, Marjorie: Admin-
istration of Tests in Physical Eaucation. St. . 
Louis: The c. V. Uo sby Company~ 1954~ pp. 207 ... 21 2 . 
SPORTS SKILLS 
BASEETBALL 
"Young ... Moser Basketball Test"~attery) 
Facilities: 
Basketball Court, 
Equipment: 
C- IJ....a.. 
Three basketballs, one stop-watch, one goal, unob-
structed wall space 6 by 8 feet, two stools or chairs, 
one 18" ... squa.re moving target suspended 3 feet s · inches 
from floor, beneath backboard (for construction and 
suspension details see Reference 2, pp. 218 ... 219), one 
"Free ... J''ump" touch target, consisting of twenty ... two 
1 11 canvas strips varying from two to twenty ... four 
inches long, suspended so that bottom of longest strip 
is 87" from floor (for construction and suspension 
details see Reference 2, pp. 219e220). 
Description: 
Wall Speed .. Testee stands behind line drawn on floor 
6 feet from wall, holding ball• On signal, he throws 
ball against wall and catches on rebound as many 
times as possible within 30 seconds. Feet must be 
behind line prior to each throw. Two trials are given, 
at least two minutes apart. 
Moving Target - Testae holds ball and stands behind 
line drawn on floor 10 feet from point below target. 
Two assistants stand on low benches on either side of 
target. One draws target toward him until lower inside 
edge is 6 feet from floor, and releases it, carefully 
avoiding giving it extra momentum. As target swings 
across 5efoot-wide area marked on wall behind it, teste 
ee throws ball and attempts to hit it. Two practice 
trials are given. No signal for release is given, but 
target is not released until testee has ball in hands 
and is ready. Ten throws are given, as target is re ... 
leased alternately from each side. 
Free Jump- Testee stands (he may crouch but not run0 ~ 
beneath highest strip he thinks he can reach by jump ... 
ing. If he makes strip swing on first or second try, 
he attempts next higher strip; if he fails, he tries 
next lower, continuing until he fails on third try. 
Edgren Ball Handling ... Testee stands, ho.l.ding bal l, 
at corner of 6~ by 8-foot rectangle drawn on floor 
with one 6~foot side at foot of wall (position A, in 
Fig, c). On signal, he throws ball at wall to right 
of 3 ... foot -wide area marked on it, catches ball on 
rebound, and from other corner (position B) throws 
ball to left side of area on wall. He continues alt-
erna·bing 'ten 'throws from left and right. If testee 
c- /.;1. b 
(Basketball: "Young ... Moser Basketball Test" Continued) 
loses control of ball, he recovers it, carries it 
back to A or B and continues throwing• 
Bounce and Shoot - Drgw 30sfoot semicircle on floor 
with center of diameter under center of backboard. 
Draw two l~foot lines at intersect ions of circum-
ference and two radii drawn at right angles to each 
other a.nd at 450 to diameter. Testee holds ball and 
faces basket with toe of forward foot on mar k at 
right of basket, then bounces ball toward basket and 
shoots immediately. He repeats for ten tries, shoot~ 
ing alternately from right and left of basket. Any 
illegal bounce is not counted, and trial is repeated 
at end of ten tries. 
Scoring: 
Number of hits against wall in 30 seconds<!! Total 
score is sum of two trials. 
Number of hits against target as it swings in arc 
through 5 .... foot,..,wide area. 
Tae number of the highest strip touched (see Fig. B) . 
Time to nearast -t enth- second to complete ten throws,. 
Number of baskets made. 
Reliability: 
.89 
Validity: 
-.86 
T ... Scales: 
T-Scales are available in Reference 2, P• 225 • 
. ackboa.rd 
-f . 
Fig. A • Moving Target Test 
-~ 
C - /~c 
(Basketball: "Young ... Moser Basketball Test" Continued) 
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Fig. C .. Edgren Fig" D ... B'counce 
Ball-Handling Test and Shoot Test 
References: 
1 . Young, Genevieve and Moser , Helen , A Short Battery 
.Q.L.!ests to :Measure Playing Abil ity in Women's 
Basketball, Res, ~. 5 : 3~23 , May, 1934 . 
2. Weiss, Raymond A. and Phillips , Marjorie: Admin .. 
istration of Tests in Physical Education. St .---
Louis: The c.v. Mosby Company, 1954 , pp. 218~225. 
C-13 GL, 
SPORTS SKILLS 
FIELD HOC:KEY 
"Ball Control Test" 
Facilities: 
Hockey field with: 
a) 20~foot starting line. 
b) 35~foot foul line, perpendicular to mide 
point of starting line. 
c}lONfoot line, perpendicular to and bisected 
by foul l.~ne, 30 feet from starting line 
("restraining line"). 
d} lefoot line, perpendicular to and bisected 
by foul line, 35 feet from starting line. 
e) Two l .. foot lines bisecting each other at a 
point 45 feet from starting line and in 
line with the foul line. (See Fig. A). 
Equipment: 
Hockey stick for each testee, stop ... watch, two balls, 
two high .. jump standards, one of them placed on end 
of foul line at intersection with l ... foot line in (d), 
above, and the other placed on intersection of two 
1-foot lines in (e), above. 
Description: 
Testee stands behind starting line with hockey ball 
on starting line to left of foul line. On signal, he 
dribbles ball parallel to and to left of foul line, 
as far as restraining line, then shoots ball to right 
of first standard while he runs to left of standard. 
Then he executes to right around second standard, 
still keeping control of ball, then as soon as clear~ 
ing standard he drives ball back to starting line4 
If drive fails to reach starting line, testee must 
follow it up and hit again. Six trials are given, 
with adequate rest periods between. 
Scoring: 
Time from signal until ball crosses starting line 
again. Total score is average of six trials. Trial 
does not count and new trial is given if foul is 
caused by testee or ball crossing foul line, or ball 
is not driven to right of first standard from left 
of foul line4 
C-/3l> 
(Field Hockey: "Ball Control Teet" Continued) 
Reliability: 
.92 by the oddeeven method. 
Validity: 
.44 
T-Scalee: 
- T .. Scalee are available in Reference 2, pp. 91-92, 
Table v. 
,,-, 
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Fig. A ~ Ball Control Teet 
References: 
1. Schmithals, Margaret and French, Esther: Achieve~ 
ment Teste in Field Hockey for College Women, Res. 
~. 11, October, 1940, p. 84. 
2,. Scott, M. Gladys and French, Esther: Evaluation 
in Ph~ical Education. St. Louis: The C.V. Mosby 
Company, 1950, pp. 88~98. 
SPORTS SKILLS 
FIELD HOCKEY 
uFielding & Drive Teat" 
Facilities: 
Hockey Field with: 
a) Goal line extending across area between 
goal posts. 
C-14-a.. 
b) Foul line 12 feet long, parallel to and 10 
feet from goal line, directly in front of 
goal area. Ice picks (see Equipment, below) 
are placed on foul line at points directly 
in front of goal posts. 
c) Restraining line 30 feet long, parallel to 
and 10 feet from _foul line. 
d) Regulation striking circle in front of 
goal., 
Equipment: 
Hockey stick for each testae, 3 to ? balls, 2 ice 
picks with brightly colored handles, regulation 
hookey goal, stop watch. 
Description: 
Testae stands behind goal line. Tester stands at edge 
of striking circle directly in front of goal with 
ball in one hand and stop watch in other. Tester 
signals, "Ready, go!" and rolls ball toward goal. 
Simultaneously, testee runs forward, tries to field 
ball before it reaches foul line, taps it once, and 
drives it out of striking circle from within area 
between foul line and restPaining line. 
Procedure is repeated for 16 trials. Ball should be 
rolled as uniformly as possible for all trials and 
all testees. With practice, tester may ac'fuieve roll 
of approximatelY 45 feet in 1.7 seconds. 
Scoring: 
Score for one trial is time from instant testee 
first touches ball to instant ball first reaches 
edge of striking circle. 
Score on entire test is sum of average of three 
best odd-numbered scores of the 16 trials4 
Attempt does not count as trial if the rolled ball 
does not pass between the two ice picks or if ball 
c- ,.._ h 
(Field Hockey Fielding and Drive Test, Continued) 
is not delivered at approximately designated speed. 
Testee receives zero score on a trial if ball is 
advanced illegally or if it rolls wholly over foul 
line before or after it is touched by player's 
stick. Zero score also assigned if ball is not 
driven out of striking circle from within the area 
bounded by restraining line and foul line, or if 
ball is not controlled (that is, stopped and tapped) 
before being driven. 
Validity: 
.48 with the same .criterion as described for Field 
Hockey Ball Control Test. 
Reliability: 
.~o by the odd-even method, stepped up by the Spear-
maneBrown formula. 
T~Scales: 
Same scale as for Field Hockey Ball Control Test 
(Reference 2: pp. 91-92, Table V}. 
References: 
1. Schmithals, Margaret and French, Esther: Achieve ... 
ment Tests in Field Hockey for College Women, 
R.Q •• , 11, October, 1940, p. 84. 
2. Scott, M. Gladys and French, Esther: Evaluation 
1n Physical Education. St. Louis: The C.V. ----
Mosby Company, 1950, pp. 88-QS. 
c -tr<:L 
SPORTS SKIIJLS 
FIELD HOCKEY 
"Goal Shooting : Straight, Right , Left" 
Facilities: 
Hockey field with: 
a) &!-foot starting line. 
Equipment: 
b) bt• by ll8foot rectangle, 15 feet from start~ 
ing line. Point A (see Fig. A) is midpoint of 
side opposite starting line. 
c) 12-foot center target line, parallel to and 
60 feet from starting line. · 
d) 12-foot right inner target line~ 
e) 12-foot left inner target line. 
Hockey stick for each testee, stop-watch, four to 
ten balls, target for placement on target lines 
described . in (c), (.d) and (e), above, constructed 
as follows: 9 .... inch by 12 ... foot target board is nailed 
at right angles to 3.inch by 12 .... foot base board, both 
of t~inoh hardwood. Face of target is divided into 
11 equal spaces, alternate spaces being painted 
black. Spaces are numbered 1 1 21 3,4,5,6,5,4,3,2,1. 
Target is secured to ground with ice pick. (See Fig B.) 
Description: 
For drive from centerts position, testee starts with 
ball on starting line. At signal, testee dribbles 
ball to rectangle, then drives at target placed on 
center target line. Ten trials are given for this 
position, ten for the right innerts position and ten 
for the left inner's position, with the target moved 
to the corresponding lines. 
Scoring: 
Time elapsed from s i gnal until ball strikes target 
is score for one trial. Total score is sum of t wo 
best odd .... numbered triais and sum of two best even-
numbered trials on center drive, right inner drive 
and left inner drive~ If ball bounces over target, 
score is taken at instant ball clears target. Score 
is zero if ball is not driven from within re-ctangle, 
if it f ails to reach ~arget or misses it a t either 
end, Trial not counted if testee makes "sticks" or 
rai s es ball so it does not t ouch ground before pass-
i ng over target. -
C-156 
(Field Hockey: "Goal Shooting : Straight, Right , Left," 
Continued) 
Reliability : 
. 92 
Validity_!. 
.48. 
T-1Scales : 
T .. Sca.l es are ava ilable in Reference 2, pp* 91-92, 
Table v. 
References: 
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Fig . A ... Field l tfa rkings 
Fig , B - Target 
1 . Schmi thals, ]Jlargaret and French, :Esther: Achieve ... 
ment Tests in Field Rockey __ for__Qolleg_~_Wor.ae!l~ Res. 
~. 11, October, 1940, p. 84. 
2. Scott, M. Gladys and French, Esther: Evaluat~Q£ 
in Physical Education . St. Louis : The C.V. Mosby 
Company, 1950, pp, 88-98. 
Sl::JORTS SKILLS 
HAlJDBALL 
"Cornish Fandball Tes~ 
Facilities: 
Regulation handball court. 
Eguipm~nt: 
Gloves and ball. 
Description : 
1 . Power Test 
Standing in the service zona, testee tosses 
ball to front wall, aloowing . it to bounce be-
fore playing it. The ball, after being stroked, 
must strike front wall below the 6@foot line 
above floor. If it strikes above line, or if 
testee steps into front court, another trial 
is allowed. 
2. Thirty-Second Vall~ 
Scoring: 
Standing behind the service l ine, testae drops 
ball to floor and strokes it continuously for 
30 seconds. Ball must rebound far enough from 
wall so that testee can remain behind service 
line during the volley. If ball fails to re-
turn, testee is permitted to step into front 
court to stroke the ball; however, he must ree 
turn for the succeeding stroke. If testee 
misses the ball, another is handed to him by 
tester and the play is resumed. 
1. rower Test 
One point is scored if ball strikes in front 
of service line. Five strokes with each hand 
are made, and total number of points is re-
corded. 
2. Thirty-Second Volley 
One ~oint is recorded each time ball strikes 
froni wall, and total points at the end of 
30 seconds constitute the score. 
Reliabilitl,!_ 
Not given. 
(Handball: "Cornish Handball .Test" Continued) 
Validity: 
Combined, they are . 667. 
T-Scales: 
Not given. 
Reference: 
Mathews, Donald K.: Measurement in Physical 
Education, W.B. Saunders Company, 1958, PP• 
174-175. 
SPORTS SKILLS 
ICE HOCKEY 
"Brovm Ice HockeL_Test" 
Facilities: 
Regulation ~ce-hockey rink. 
Equipment: 
Skates, sticks and pucks, barr els. 
Description: 
1. Dribblin.g_~nd Dod~_Iest 
Testee stands behind the starting line, then 
dribbles around obtsacles in a figure-ei ght 
and returns to start i ng line. 
2. Speed-Skating and Dribbling Test 
Testee starts behind starting line, dribbles 
to the second line, makes a full turn and 
skates back to starting line. Puck must be 
touched with alternate sides of stick. 
3. Goal"Shooting_Test 
c- 11 
From center of end-zan~ line, the testee 
skates wi th puck around right of go al cage, 
comes out on oppos ite side, and when beyond 
5-foot line, shoots f or a goal. Five attempts 
from each side are made 
1. By time, 
2. By time. 
3. By number of goals scored. 
Rel iabil ity : 
lifo t available. 
Valid!,1y_;_ 
Not available. 
T ... Scales : 
---~ot a va ilable . 
Reference: 
Glassow, Ruth B. and Broer, Marion R.: Measuring 
Achievement in Physical Education, Vl . B . Saunders 
Company, 1938. 
C- 180; 
SJ'ORTS SKILLS 
11 Scha ufele Judgment i_n ~assing Test ;' 
Facilities: 
- -6ne--eTid of s occer field wi t 'b l;,~ o::1. 1 p o s t .. 
I£arking s 
(a) Beginning from a p oint on the goa l lin e and 4 fe e t 
inside the g oa l p ost, draw a line pe r~end icul ar to 
the g oal line and 15 y ards long. This is the r e-
straining line. 
( b ) Extend the 1 2 y a ·rd line to a length e qui val en t to 
:.: the leng th of the distance bet~een the goal ~post, 
and parallel to the g oa l line. This is the start -
line. 
(c) The bench is placed 4 f eet fro m t he goa l, "dal& llel 
to it, and in such a p osition that one end i s exa ct-
ly at the center of the g oa l a nd the othe r ex t e nd s 
toward the ri ght side as you f a ce the e:: oa l. 
(d) The 6-ya rd line on a ll regulation fiel d s is a l s o 
us ed in the t e st and is referred to a s the 6-ya rd 
line. 
(e) For the second part of t h e test, the a bove direct-
i ons sha ll be revers ed. 
3 uipment: 
One or more soccer b a lls, fully infl a ted; one s top wa tch; 
one bench 6 feet in leng th. 
I'escrlP.ticn: 
Pla.ce the b &.ll on the 1 2- y ard line, outside the restra in-
ing line .. On si gnal testee dribbles the ball f oi'\vard 
keeping to the ri ght of the r e straining line. After 
having passed the 6 - ya rd line, the h a ll shoul d be kicked 
for goal from the mostadvantageous position. It mus t 
enter the g oal between the left end of the bench a nd 
the left g oal post. E ach trial will h a ve to be com-
pleted in four seconds. F ive trials are ~iven f r om the 
r i ght s ide, t hen fi-ve from the left. 
?c~ing : 
One point is g iven for each g oa l scored in a l egsl tri al. 
The score is the total for t he t e n tri als. 
Reliability: 
.69 by the odd-even method. 
C-/~b 
( S occer : 11 8 c r1a ufel e .Jud gmen t in "Pa s sing ·1 e st 1Co nt inued ) 
Va lid ity : 
0 34 
T- Sca l e s: 
Ava ila b l e i n Re fe r e n c e 2 p .l0 3 , Ta ble VI. 
References: 
1. S chau f el e ,. 'Ev e l y n F .: The ~ s ta~l i shment of Ob j e c t i ve 
Test for Gi r ls of t he Ninth a nd Tenth Grade s t o 
Dete r mine S occ Gr Abili ty , Un pu blish ed U .. A .. Thes i s, 
Uni ve rs ity of Iowa , 1 9 40. 
2 . S co t t, M. Gl a dys a n d F rench , E s h t er : Ev a lua t ion in 
Ph y sica l Educa tion. S t. Loui s : Th e C.V. Mo sby Com-
p a ny, 1 9 50, pp. 1 00-111. 
c- JCj 
SPORTS SKI I.!B 
c: occ:rm 
Facilities: 
One unobstruc ted wall s pace . A restraini ng line 
shal l be dr awn 8 feet from the wall a nd parallel to it. 
Two boU.lh.ta ry l i nes , per:;nd icular to the v ::>.11 E.nd 1 2 
feet in leng th, s ha ll be dra~n at the end of each re-
str a ining l in~ , extending out from the wall. The se 
lines s l a ll be 55 TSet apar t. 
Ea uinment: _ ..._ _ _
One s occer ball a nd stop watch . 
Il escript i on: 
The ba l l l s ""''l ::. ced .<'.t the point when~ the rest rB.i n -
li ne cros s es the b ounda ry line wi t"h t'he l:> e.ll on the 
testes ' s l ef t. On si gna l, the teste e d r i bbl es the 
ball forw2rd s f e~ fee t t hen pa ses it wi th the side 
of the foot e o tha t it ~ tr ikes t~e ~aJl ~nd r eboundg. 
= ~ ~ ::'uns for TJRrd to P'1~ -at i t , -:m.i ts for t't e h 2.ll to c ross 
the restraining line qnd r ep eats. The distance mu s t 
b e cove red in ten sec onds and thrse p2.s se;s n1a de. 'J. WO 
trisls from each end a re g i ven. 
J eeri ng : 
---- -The score sha ll be t he sum of the numb er of succ ess -
ful passes a nd re c ove r i es ma de in the four tr i a ls. 
Rel i ability : 
.5 6 b y t he odd-even method . 
Va l i dity: 
. 50-
T-Scales : 
- - ,;. -~r.::. il 3.ble in ~-eference 2 p . 1 03 , ':!:'able VI. 
Heferenc es: 
1. cchaufele , :r::: velyn :5' . : The J;;ste<.~)l i sLment of Obj :3ctive 
'1est f or Gi rl s of the Ifrnth e.nd 'J: enth {;rade s to-----
Detert:!1ine Socc er .h.b il i ty , Unpublished 1-! . A . Th3sis, 
Univer s ity .. of Iov e. , ·-1940 . 
2 . Sc o t t , !:I . Gladys a nd French , JS s t her : :E vs.l_~a !i o n i n 
:?hysical ? duca t i on . S t. Lou i s: Th e C. V. Ivios by Com-
pa ny , 1 950 , nn. 1 00 - 111. 
c- '-0~ 
SPORTS SKILLS 
SOCCER 
"Scha.ufele Volleying Test" 
Facilities: 
Minimum of 30 by 30-foot floor area with adjacent 
unobstructed wall area at least 15 feet wide and 
11 feet high. Ua.rkings as follows: 
a) Target outlined on wall 15 feet wide, be-
ginning 8 inches from floor and going up 
at least 10 feet. 
;mquipmen~: 
b) 2-foot starting line on floor, parallel to 
wall and 15 feet from midpoint of target. 
o) 3) ... foot square on floor, one side touching 
wall and centered on midpoint of target~ 
One soccer ball, one stopewatch. 
Description: 
Testee places ball on starting line. At signal, he 
kicks ball at wall target, recovers it on rebound 
and kicks again, continuing as rapidly as possible 
for one minute. Ball may be kicked, volleyed or 
played with any regulation soccer technique. After 
first kick, ball may be played from anywhere within 
30~foot square or dribbled to more advantageous po-
sition. If ball leaves square, it is retrieved by 
assistants standing around perimeter and placed back 
on boundary line where testee can recover it and 
continuett 
Scoring : 
Score for each trial is number of times ball hits 
target ( including lines) within one minute. Two trials 
are given, on separate days but within one week~ 
Reliability: 
,6? 
T-Scales : 
T-Scales are available in Reference 2, p. 103, Table VI~ 
c-~ob 
( Soccer: "Schaufele Volleying Test" Continued) 
References: 
----- r:-schaufele, Evelyn F.: The Establishment of Object~~ 
Tests for Girls of the Ninth and Tenth Grades to 
Determine Soccer Ability, Unpublished M.A. Thesis, 
University of Iowa, 1940. 
2. Scott, M. Gladys and French, Esther: Evaluation in 
Physical Education. St. Louis: The C.V. Mosby Com-
pany, 1950, pp. 100~111. 
C-:J..I 
SPORTS SKILLS 
SOF TBALL 
"Distance Tb.row 11 
Facilities: 
A field with distances marked in 5- foot int~~vals. 
Equi pment : 
A number of r egul C:?, tion softballs. 
Descri ·p tion: 
Test ee stands behind the line and t h r ows the b all as 
f ar a s po s s i ble -v'l! i th a l1 ov-e rhand o r s idear m mot ion .. 
The t estee is limited to on e step beh ind t h e line . 
Thre e throws cons ti tu te on e t r i al, c.nd only the b est 
throw of t"he three is measured 2.nd recorded . Thr ee 
t r i a ls are pe rmitted. 
Scoring : 
The throw is mea sured as the . d istance in fe e t fran: 
the starting line to the spot wh ere the ball fir s t 
touche s the ground . The best of the t hree recorded 
t hr ows is used as the te s t ee ' s score. 
Fi.eliabilitv : 
. 9 5 ±' or 118 g irls in the se venth a nd e i ghth gr&cJ.e . 
Validi t y: 
. 81 
'T' - Sca1 es: 
Ava ilable in Reference 1, pp . 118-119. 
Ft.eferences: 
1. Scott, :r.K. Gl adys a nd F rench, :-s: sther : Evalua tion 
in !:'hysical Edua tion. St . Lou is: The C .. V. Mosby 
Company , 195 0, pp. 111 -119. 
SrOETG SKILLS 
S OFTBALL 
"Fielding Test" 
Facil ities: 
Two wall surfaces at right angles t o each ojther. 
Cn one is p laced a t a rget consisting of five con-
centric circles 3 inches, 1 2 inches, 21 inches 30 
inches, and 39 inches, respectively , in r a dius. 
Th e center of the t a r ge t s h ould be 48 inches from 
the floor • . On the floor, directly in front of the 
cente r of the targe t, is a base one foot squar e and 
45 feet from the t arget . The o ther wal l should be 
situated on the player~s left as she stands on the 
base facing the target. I t should be a t laast 20 feet 
and not than 40 feet . 
Equipment: 
Five or more r egulation softballs, a nd stop wa tch. 
Description : 
Teste e sta nds a t base with any part cf either f oo t 
touching the b a se, ball in band. On signal he throws 
the ball at the blank wall so tha t it will r ebound . 
He fields it a s quickly as possible, touches the base 
and throws qu ickly at the tr:1rget as though making a 
doubl e play on bases. He takes another ball and re -
peats . A total of ten trials is allowed. 
S coring: 
There are t wo aspects of the scoring . (1) The tar-
get throws are each scored for accuracy, 5 p oints 
for the center, 4, 3, 2, 1, respectively. The accuracy 
score is the sum made on the ten t ri a ls. ( 2 ) Time 
is taken on each trial from the release of the ball 
toward the first wall to the moment of contact on the 
target or on t he wall near the target . The time score 
is the cumulative score on the ten trials .. 
Reliability: 
. 56 by the odd-even method. 
Validity : 
. 4.9 
References : 
1. Scott, JJ . Gladys a nd F rench, Ji sther: :Evaluation 
.~n Physical Edu a tion. St . Louis: The C.V. Mosby 
Company , 1950, pp . 111-119 . 
C-.?.3 
SPORTS SKILLS 
SOFTBALL 
------
"Reueated Throws" ---J~~~~~~~-
Facilities: 
Wall with a line ?i· feet from the floor and a 
r estriining line on the floor 15 feet from the wall 
and parallel t o it, a nd 8 feet long. 
;§g_ui pment: 
A number of new 1 2-inch inseam balls and a stop watch. 
Description: 
Testee stands behind restraining line and ~signal 
throws the ball against the wal l s o that it~ hits 
above the ?i-foot line~ catches it, and repea ts t h is 
as many times as he can in thirty seconds. 
Scoring: · 
One point is c ounted each time the ball hits on or 
above the 7i -f oot line if t estee was behind the re-
straining l ine. The score for the enti re test is the 
total of six tri D,ls of thirty seconds ea ch. 
Reliability: 
.89 by the odd-even method. 
V2~lidi ty: 
• 64 
T-Scales: 
Ava ilab l e in Reference l, pp.l l 8-119. 
References: 
1. Scott , M. Gladys and F rench, F stber: Evaluation 
in Physi cal Eduation. St. Louis: The c.v. I,£osby 
Company, 19n0, PP111-119 . 
SPORTS SKILLS 
SPEEDBALL 
"Dribbling: and Passin~ 
Facilities: 
Soccer field with markings M k 1· ~ne of the end lin~s of th; fi:fd a lne 60 yards from ~'lace one object 3 yords to tbe ri:~~-~:~~llell to i~. ~nd ... 10 yards from. the, end l~n~.. Place the ~~.;er P~~­J~c~s ~t lO~yard lntervals 1n a line parallel to tD~ 
s:tdetl.lne..,.so that one object is 10 yards from the--star 2ng Llne. · -
Description: 
The ba~l is pl a ced.on the starting line, in line with 
the obJects. On s1gnal, the testee starts dribbling 
forwa:r;d, going to the right of object 1, to the left 
of obJect 2, and so on, and to the right of object 5 from which place he immediately passes the bali to ' 
the left, attempting to send it between the goal post . 
There are five trials, then five more trials from the 
other side, where it is necessary to pass to the right 
to send tbe ball through the goal area. This makes a. 
total · of ten trials. 
Sco ring : 
The number of seconds to dribble 50 yards ten times, 
minus ten times the total number of accurate passes. 
Reliability: 
.96 by the odd .. even method. 
Validity: 
• 69 
Referenc~s: 
1. Buchanan, Ruth E.: A Study of Achievement Test 
in Speedball for High Scnool Girls, Unpublished 
M. A. thesiS, university of Iowa, 1942. 
2. Scott, M. Gladys and French, Esther: Evaluation 
in_Phzsical Education. St. Louis; The C.V. Mosby 
Company, 1950, pp. !20-130. 
SPORTS SKILLS 
SPEEDBALL 
"Kick .... Ups" 
Facilities: 
Portion of field or gym. Three feet out from the side 
line, mark a line parallel to the side line and 2 
feet in length. Complete a square with 2 ... foot sides. 
Locate a point which is on the imaginary extention 
of the diagonal line across the square and 4 feet 
from the nearest corner. Mark this spot and use i t 
as a starting line. 
Equip!Flent: 
Soccer balls. 
Description: 
Testee stands behind ~he starting line. The thrower 
takes e, position behind the side line and drops the 
ball in the 2-foot square. As soon as the thrower 
releases the ball, the testee runs forward to execute 
a kick-up. Five practices are given, followed by ten 
trials. 
Scoring: 
The total number of sucessfully executed and caught 
kick-ups of the ten trials is the score. 
Reliability: 
.8? by the odd-even method. 
Validity: 
.85 
T-Scales: 
Available in Reference 2. pp. 123-124. 
References: 
1. Buchanan, Ruth E .: A Study of Achievement Test 
in Speedball for High School Girls, Unpublished 
M. A. thesis, Uni versity of Iowa, 1942. 
2. Scott, M. Gla dys and French, Esther: Evaluation 
in Physical Education. St. Louis; The C.V. Mosby 
Company, 1950, pp. 120@130. 
C-:2C 
SPORTS SKILLS 
SPEEDBALL 
"Lift to Others" 
Facilities: 
Space for 
from it. 
intervals 
net, o~e line on each side of net ~nd 6 feet 
Three-foot squares must be drawn at 3-foot 
all along both sides of the net. 
Equipment: 
Soccer balls, net, and standa rd to hold the net at 
2t-foot height. 
Description: 
E2.ch testee stands behind the 6-foot line directly 
behind a 3-foot s quare, with a soccer ball playced 
on the line. The testae then lifts the ball with 
either foot, a ttempting to send the ball across the 
net and into the squar e diagonally opposite him and 
t o his right. The testee on the O"!:Jposite side recov-
ers the ball and lifts the ball back to the 3-foot 
square diagonally t o his ri ght 2.nd a cr oss the net. 
Five trials to the ri ght and five to the left. 
§ coring: 
The tota l number of correct lifts out of ten trials 
is the score, 
Reliab ility: 
. 87 by odd-even method. 
Validity: 
. 88 
T-Scales: 
.f..vailable in Reference 2. pp . 1 23-1 24 . 
References : 
1. Buchanan , Ruth~ .: A Study of Achievement Tests 
in Speedball for Hi gh School Girls, Unpublished 
M~A. thesis, University of Iowa, 1942. 
z. Scott, M.Gladys and French, Es ther: Evaluati~E 
in Physica l Education. St. Louis : Tbe C.V. Mosby 
Compa ny, 1950, pp. 1 20-130. 
8 POB5 S SKILLS 
~' Throwing a nd Catching While Standing" 
Facilities: 
C-~7 
Wall s pace with line drawn 6 feet f rom the wall and 
parallel wi th it. 
Equipment: 
S occer b a lls and stop ~atch. 
Description: 
Each testee stands behind the 6-foot line wi th a 
soccer ball in h i s hands. l:.. t si gn a l, the testee be-
g ins b y throwi ng the ball to the wall, a nd c ontinu e s 
by c a tching a nd repe~ting. E ach trial is thirty se -
cond s in leng th. Each testee is g iven fiv e trial s , 
but t hese tria ls should not be in s ucc ess ion. 
Scoring: 
Each throw mad e from behind the line c ounts on e p oint. 
The tota l fo r e a ch tri a l i s re co rded a nd the s co re 
f or the t es t is the a vera ga for the five tri·~s . 
Reliabili t y : 
.85 by the odd-even method. 
Validity: 
. 79 
T-Scales: 
Ava ilable in Reference 2 . pp . 1 2 3-124 . 
References: 
1. Buch a nan, Ruth F .: A Study of Ach i evements Tes t 
in Speedball for Hi gh -S cho oL Girls, Unpubl i s hed 
M. A. thes is, University of Iowa , 19 42 . 
2 . Scott, II/!: . Gl ady s and French, E sther; Yvalua t ion 
in Physical F du cation, S t. Lou i s; The c.v. Mosby 
Company , 19 50, JYp . 120-1 30. 
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NATIONAL Y. M. C. A. PROGRESSIVE AQUATIC TESTS 
Test Sheet No. Ill 
BEGINNER'S FULL LENGTH TEST 
(Regular Course Progressive Battery) 
I dentiftcation Data: Optional: 
Nrune'--------~----~~~----------------~~----------------------~~~----------(Lalit) (First) (Initial) 
Addr~'------------~~~~------------~~~-----------------------------------(Nwnber) (Street) 
(City) (State) Father __________________ _ 
Organ~atio"L------------------------------------------------------------------------ Religio.u_ ________________ _ 
~~ber __________________ _ 
Non-~~ber ___________ _ 
LocationofOrgaruzation __________________________________________________________ __ Crunpaig,n_ _____________ _ 
RELATIVE 
NUMBER DIFFICULTY TRIALS 
OF NAME OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR STANDARDS IN 
TEST GROUP TEST ITEM BEG.NNER'S 
ITEM SERIES 1 2 3 
-----
No. 33 I LOOK AT BOTTO~ Put face in water and open eyes; look at bottom (1) 
"See Bottom" or object. 
----- -----
I Permit being pulled on front in glide position 
No. 9 I RIDE ON FRONT by partner, remaining relaxed in strea mline (5) 
"Aquaplane" position. 
----- ----
KICKING TO WALL Flutter kick on front, holding to gutter with 
No. 7 v ON FRONT with both hands, and ability to keep legs at (7) 
"Steamer Idling in Dock" surface 15 seconds. 
--------
FRONT GLIDE AND Push-off, hold face down in glide position for No. 17 III REGAIN FEET (8) 
"Sledding" 5 seconds and regain properly. 
----
DIVING GLIDE Squatting and kneeling on one knee on edge of No. 12 IV 
"Slide-in Dive" pool, or with feet in gutter, push for shallow div- (11) ing glide. 
----- ----
Take a long deep breath, reach down and grasp 
ankles, hold for 10 seconds : 
No. 15 II BUOYANCY FLOAT + = Rise to surface (12) 
"Cork" -- = Sink to bottom 
(Insert over checks) 
-----
----
No. 18 III BACK GLIDE Push-off on back, hold glide for 3 seconds, regain (13) 
"Ride on Back" feet efficiently. 
-----
----
CRAWL STROKES In waist-deep water, feet on bottom, body 
No. 69 VI WITH ROTARY bent forward from hips, stroke and breathe in (14) 
BREATHING good form. 
----- ----- ----
BOBBING WITH In chest-deep water, alternately stand and 
No. 11 II RHYTH~IC stoop, getting a breath in through mouth when (14.5) 
I BREATHING up, blow out through nose when down. 
-------
No. 16 ~ RECOVER OBJECT In chest-deep water, reach under water, open (15) 
"Duck and Fetch" eyes, recover object and stand with object. 
----- -----
No. 20 VI PADDLE WITH A~S Push-off glide, and paddle 15 feet across pool in (16) 
"Reach and Pull" shallow wat er. 
----
FLUTTER KICK WITH 
No. 63 v ROTARY BREATHING Kick and breathe regularly by rotating the hea d (17) 
"Co-ordinate Kicking for intake. Repeat 10 times. 
with Breathing" 
----- -----
No. 56 IV PLUNGE Standing on edge or end of pool. swing arms and (17 .5) 
"Plunging Glide" plunge 15 feet . 
COVERJ 
RELATIVE 
TRIALS NUMBER DIFFICULTY 
OF NAME OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR STANDARDS IN 
TEST GROUP TEST ITEM BEGINNER'S 
ITEM SERIES 1 2 
---
No. 19 v FLUTTER KICK Push-off glide and kick 15 feet across pool in {18) 
"Steamboat" shallow water. 
---
jUMPING In water chest deep, jump from bottom and 
{19) No. 13 IV SURF ACE DIVES execute two surface dives successively touching 
"Porpoise Dives" bottom on each with both hands and feet. 
------
No. 14 VI UNDERWATER SWIM Using ~reast stroke swim 10 feet across the pool (20) 
"Bottom Search" remainmg under water. 
--------
No. 22 VII SWIM 20 FEET Across pool in shallow water, any stroke, using (21) 
"Tadpole Swim" arms and legs and getting at least two breaths. 
------
RHYTHMIC ROTARY Hands on knees in waist-deep water, turn head 
No. 21 II BREATHING for intake through mouth, return head and blow {22) 
"Rotary Bubbles" out through nose. Repeat 10 times. 
------
No. 23 VII SAFETY SWIM Jump feet first into water over head, come up {23) 
"Save Yourself" and swim 20 feet to shallow water. 
------
CHANGE TO 
No. 87 III RESTING STROKE Swim on front 20 feet, change and return on back {24) 
"Conserve Energy" 
------
COMBINATION SWIM Jump feet first into water over head (holding 
No. 25 VII IN DEEP WATER nose if desired), swim 25 feet, any stroke, turn (:l5) 
"Co-ordination Swim" around and return to starting place. 
R~arko:. ____________________________________________________________ ___ 
Fulfilled Probationary Period in Deep Water ______________________________________ _ 
Notification to Parents Sen~----------------------------------------------
Qualified as El~entary Swimmer - Given Butto,. _____________________________________ _ 
Admitted to Minnow Club·------------------- Purchased Badge _________________ _ 
CertificateGiv~,L------------------------ Purchased Emblc::m'------------------
Instructor __________________________ __ 
~t 1938, by Thomu K. Cureton, Jr. 
(These testl may not bt> reproduced in anv fonn without perml.s~lon of the author.) 
IOM 6- 56 See VoL 11-New Serier-Y.M.C.A. Aquati<: Literature, Auodation Prell, 291 Broadway, New York 7. N. Y. 
G-33 
NATIONAL Y. M. C. A. PROGRESSIVE AQUATIC TESTS 
Test Sheet No. IV 
LOW DIFFICULTY INTERMEDIATE SWIMMING AND DIVING TEST 
Identification Data: 
Name-------------~~-------------------=~--------------------------------------(Last) (First) (Initial) 
Address'-------------------------------------------- -----------------(Number) (Street) 
(City) (State) 
Organizatio'"- -----------------------------------------------------------------------
Optional: 
Ag~----------------­
Se~~~-------------------Weigh[__ ________________ _ 
Heigh~.-________________ _ 
Pubescenc.,_ ______________ _ 
Nationality: 
Mother ______________ _ 
Failier _____ _______ __ _ 
Religio'"----------------
Member·~-------------
Non-Member. ______________ _ 
Location of Organizatio Campaig,•L---------------
Key to Standards: E = 5 to 12 years;]= 13 to 15 years; H&C = 16 years and over. 
HUMBER RELATIVE 
OF NAME OF DIFFICULTY TRIALS 
TEST GROUP TEST ITEM SPECIFICATIONS FOR STANDARDS IN 
ITEM INTERMEDIATE SERIES 1 2 
VERTICAL SCULLING Head out of the water looking straight ahead, No.26 I AND TREADING ( 0) 
"Safety Support" 30 seconds. 
No. 4 I VERTICAL SCULLING Usiog hands only, 30 seconds. (1) 
"Lead the Music" 
HORIZONTAL Horizontally forward on the back using hands No. 1 I SCULLING (2) 
''Torpedo Swimming" only, 20 feet. 
SURFACE DIVE 
AND RECOVER Once by sitting down and reaching for object 
No. 27 II OBJECT IN CHEST- and again by diviog head first from a standing (i.5 ) 
D EEP WATER position. 
"Rescue Object" 
FLUTTER BACK Push-off on back, using hand sculls at hips and 
No. 28 III SCULL ( 3.5) 
"Steamboat Back Stroke" flutter kick, 20 feet. 
CRAWL STROKE Start, swim one pool lengili (60-75 ft.) and make 
No. 11 III WITH START turn, all with fair form. (10) AND TURN 
FLUTTER KICK One pool length ( 60-75 ft. ) , usiog legs only, with 
No. 29 III ON FRONT or without board. ( 10.5) 
"Steamer on Cruise" 
PLUNGE FROM THE Take-off from 18 inches above water : E = 15 feet 
No. 16 IV DECK LEVEL ] = 20 feet ( 15 ) 
"Plunge for Distance" H&C = 30 feet 
PLAIN STANDING 
No. 30 IV FRONT DIVE 1 meter board. Minimum grade of 6. ( 15 .5) 
"Standing Front Header" 
SWIM 100 YARDS Start with 40 or 50 yard crawl, turn over on back 
No. 32 v USING TWO STROKES and use resting back stroke for one length ( 20-25 (16.5 ) 
"Combination Strokes" yards), and finish wiili any other style. 
Member of Fish Club•------------------------·------------------------------------
TOTAL SCORE 
(Number passed x 10) 
Awarded certificate of accomplishment: ___________________ --------------------------------
Pin purchase,a_ ________________ -------------·---------------------------------------
Emblem purchasedt __________________________ ____ . ______________ ______ ___ ___ 
Instructor 
Copyri ght, 1938, by Thomas K. Cureton, Jr. 
(These tests may not be reproduced in any form without permission of the author.) 
See Vol. Il-New Series-Y .M.C.A. Aquatic Literature, Association Press, 347 Madison Ave ., N ew York, N. Y. 
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NATIONAL Y. M. C. A. PROGRESSIVE AQUA TIC TESTS 
Test Sheet No. V 
MIDDLE DIFFICULTY INTERMEDIATE SWIMMING AND DIVING TEST 
I dentillcation Data: Optional: 
Age _________________ _ 
s.~-------------------N ame: _______ ~~~-----·----~~~-----------~~~~------(Last) (First) (Initial) WeighL.-__________ __ 
Heigh.._ ________ _ 
Pubescence ________ _ Addre~------~~~~-------~-~-------------------(Number) (Street) 
Nationality: !4other _______ _ 
(City) (State) Father ________ __ 
Reli~on_ ________ _ 
!4etnber _________ _ Organization ________________________________________ _ 
Non-!4etnber· _______ _ 
Location of Organization Campaign ________ __ 
Key to Standards: E = 5 to 12 years; J = 13 to 15 years; H&C = 16 years and over. 
NUMBER 
OF NAME OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR STANDARDS 
TEST GROUP TEST ITEM 
ITEM 
UNDERWATER PUSH Push from wall glide in streamline position: 
No. 2 I AND GLIDE E = 10 feet 
ON FRONT J = 15 feet 
" Submarine Glide" H&C =20 feet 
No. 9 II TREAD WATER Head out of the water looking straight ahead 
"Support with Legs" 30 seconds. 
SURFACE DIVES AND Recover one object in 6 to 8 teet of water with 
No. 7 II OBJECT RECOVERY head first surface dive, and the other with feet 
"Double object rescue" first dive. 
No. 14 III SIDE STROKE Half length of pool on one side, half length on 
"Resting Stroke" the other side. 
No. 33 III FROG KICK One length (60-75 ft.) with or without board. 
RUNNING JUMP 
No. 37 IV FR0!4 SPRINGBOARD 1 meter board: (holding nose allowed). 
"Flying Jump" 
No. 18 IV RUNNING FRONT 1 meter board. !4inimum grade of 6. (Swan or SPRINGBOARD DIVE plain header allowed.) 
No. 34 II CORKSCREW One length changing from front to back crawl SWI!4!4ING continuously. 
No. 24 v SWI!4 100 YARDS Satisfactory form with flutter kick. CRAWL STROKE 
No. 35 v SWI!4 220 YARDS Complete the distance without stopping. ANY STYLE 
!4etnber of Flying Fish Club·-----------------------------
Awarded certificate of accomplishment___ _______ ___ ___ _______ __ _ 
Pin purchased. __________________________________ _ 
Emblem purchased -------------------------- ----·- ---
Copvrllht, 1938, bv Thomas K. Cureton, Jr. 
RELATIVE 
DIFFICULTY 
IN 
INTERMEDIATE 
SERIES 1 
(3) 
-----
(5) 
-----
(8) 
-----
(12) 
-----
(12.5) 
(16.5) 
(19) 
-----
(19.5) 
(20) 
-----
(20.5) 
TOTAL SCORE 
(Number passed x 10) 
lnatrw:tor 
(These Cests may not be reproduced in any form without permission of the author.) 
See Vol. ll-New Serieo-Y.M.C.A. AQuatic Literature, A .. ociation Preso, 347 Madison Ave., New Yorlc 17, N.Y. 
TRIALS 
2 3 
----- -----
-----
-----
----- -----
--------
----- -----
----- -----
----- -----
----- ---
--------
--------
c -3.5 
NATIONAL Y. M. C. A. PROGRESSIVE AQUATIC TESTS 
Test Sheet No. VI 
HIGH INTERMEDIATE SWIMMING, DIVING, AND PRE-LIFE SAVING TEST 
Identification Data: Optional: 
Name·--------------~--~----------------~~----------------------~~~----------(Last) (First) (Initial) 
Age ____________________ _ 
se,._ __________________ _ 
Weigh._ ______________ __ 
Heigh._ ______________ _ 
Pubescence __________ _ Address----------~~~~-------------~--~------------------------------(Number) (Street) 
Nationality: 
Mother ___________ _ 
Father _ __________ _ (City) (State) 
Religio·u __________ _ __ 
Member ____________ _ Organizatio''----------------------------·-----------------------
Non-Member ___ _______ _ 
Location of Organizatio Campaigu ____________ _ 
Key to Standards: E = 5 to 12 years;]= 13 to 15 years; H&C = 16 years and over. 
HUMBER RELATIVE DIFFICULTY TRIALS OF NAME OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR STANDARDS IH TEST TEST ITEM IHTERMEDIATE ITEM GROUP SERIES 1 2 
BOBBING AND Bob up and down 15 times slowly in water a foot 
No.10 II FLOATING (9) 
"Seaworthiness Drill" overhead and then float 30 seconds. 
No. I UNDERWATER SWIM Go down and swim 20 feet parallel 
and close to (11) 8 
"Long Bottom Search" bottom. 
RUNNING SPRING- Run length of 1 meter springboard and plunge 
No.17 IV BOARD PLUNGE E = 20 feet (13) ] = 25 feet 
"Flying Glide" H&C = 30 feet 
No. 12 III BACK CRAWL WITH Start, swim ope pool length ( 60-7 5 ft.) a:n.d make (14) START AND TURN turn all with fair form. 
LIFE SAVING Short and fast single arm stroke with reversed 
No. 15 II STROKE scissor kick (60-75 ft.). Free arm held straight (16) 
"Towing Stroke" as in towing. 
BREAST STROKE Start; swim one pool length ( 60-75 ft.), and make 
No. 13 III WITH START AND turn, all with fair form. (18) TURN 
No. 19 IV BACK DIVE 1 meter board. Minimum grade of 6. (21) 
No. 23 IV BACK JACKKNIFE 1 meter board. Minimum grade of 6. (23) 
No. 20 IV RUNNING FRONT 1 meter board. Minimum grade of 6. (25) HALF-TWIST DIVE 
No. 36 v SWIM 440 YARDS Complete the distance without stopping. (26) ANY STYLE 
Member of Shark Club ___________________________________________________________ _ 
TOTAL SCORE 
(Number passed x 10) 
Awarded certificate of accomplishmenL----------------------------------------
Pin purchased----------------------------------------------------------------
Emblem purchasect_ __________________________________________________________ _ 
Instructor 
Copyright, 1938, by Thomas K . Cureton, Jr. 
(These tests may not be reproduced in any form without permi ssion of the author .) 
See Vol. II-New Series-Y.M.C.A. Aquatic Literature, Association Press, 347 Madison Ave. , N ew York, N. Y. 
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SPORTS SKILLS 
TABLE TE~"NIS 
"Mott & Lockhart Backboard Test" 
Facilities: 
Official Table Tennis table, with center-line 
hinges, propped up against wall or post so that 
one half is vertical to floor to serve as back-
board, while playing half remains horizontal. 
Chalk line is drawn on perpendicular surface at 
net height, 6" above horizontal surface. 
;g;~ipment: 
Kitchen match box, approx. 3x5",. thumbtacked to 
right edge of table at front, to hold extra balls. 
Table Tennis racket and minimum of 3 balls. Stop 
watch. 
Description.&.. 
Tester signals,"Ready, go," testee drops ball to 
table, then rallies it against perpendicular sur-
face. Any number of bounces permi t ted on horizon-
tal surface. If ball gets out of control, testee 
may take another from bo~, drop it to surface 
and continue to rally. Hits are void in case of 
the following fouls: 
Sqoring: 
b
a) Ball is voll eyed. 
) Testee puts free hand on table during 
or prece eding a hit. 
c) Ball strikes perpendicular surface below 
net line. 
One point for each time ball is legally hit ag-
ainst perpendicular surface. Three 30-second 
trials are given: score is best of the trials. 
Reliability: 
.98 by the odd-even method, for ?9 testees. 
Validity: 
.81 with subjective ratings of 3 judges. Each test~ 
ee observed for 3 full games in a round-robin 
tournament. 
T-Scales: 
---Available in Reference 2: Page 139, Table IX. 
(Table Tennis: Mott &Lockhart Backboard Test, Continued.) 
Official. 
Table Tennis 
Table 
References: 
Half of table 
propped vert_, 
ically 
against wall. 
for extra balls. 
l.l1ott, J"ane .A. and Lockhart, Aileene: Table Tennis 
Backboard Test, .Journal - of Health&.~hysical Edu-
cation, 17: November 1946, p. 550. 
2.Scott, M. Gladys and French, Esther: Eva~uation in 
Physical Education. St. Louis: The c.v. Mosby Company, 
1950, pp. 136 ~ ; . 139. 
SPORTS SKILLS 
TENN IS 
" Broer-~Hller Tennis Test" 
Facilities: 
Regulation tennis court. 
~quipment: 
Tennis racket, 20 tennis ball in good condition~ 
a rope streched four feet above the top of the 
net a nd s p eci a l marking s as seen in F ig. A. 
Description: 
C-37c-
----Testee stands behind the base line, bounces the ball 
to herself, hits the ball, and attempts to place them 
in the back 9 feet of the opposite bourt. 
8 coring: 
Balls must go between the top of the net and the ro p e. 
P.a lls l a nding on a line receive the hi ghest scor·e for 
that area. Balls v~hich go over the rope scor0 one-
half the value of that area in which they land. The 
tota l score equals the sum of 14 balls on the fore-
hand a nd 14 balls on the ba.ckhc:md. 
Reliab il1ty: 
. so 
ITal1 a i t y : 
.85 
T-S cales: 
--Not a vai lable. 
C-37b 
(Tennis:"Broer-Miller Tennis Te s t," Continued) 
t I I r 
I I I I 
to' 1 .. i I I I H tFJ <] I t/ 
'I I ' H H·(~ I 
- jc-' ' I 
I I 
,_, 
@:® c0:® ~ I I 
I 
I 
I I 
I I I I I I 
Fig. A. 
References: 
I. Br oer , Marion R,, and Miller, Donna Ma e : 
Achievement Tests for Beginnin_g_ and Intermedia te 
Tennis. Res . Q., 21; Octob er, 1950. 
2 . ll:athews , Donald K.; Measurements in Physical 
Education. W.B. Saunders Company, 1958,pp176-178 . 
C-38 
SPORTS SKILLS 
TEl\llriS 
. "Dyer Backboard Test" 
Facilities: 
Backboard or wall, approx. 10' high and allowing 15' e 
20' width per testee, marked with 3" wide, horizontal 
line with top 3 1 from floor. Restraining line drawn . on 
floor 2? 1 6" from wall and parallel to it. Space be-
hind restraining line for testae to serve and volley. 
Equipment: 
Tennis racket and 2 balls per testae. Stop Watch. 
Description: 
Tester signals, "Ready, go," testae drops ball, lets 
it hit floor, then rallies it against wall. Ball 
may bounce any number of times or may be vollyed. 
Testee may use any stroke; may cross restraining 
line to retrieve ball, but hits made from in front 
of line are not scored. If ball gets out of control 
testee may take another from box or extra racket 
placed on floor. 
Scoring: 
One point for each time ball strikes wall on or 
above net line. Three 30-second trials are, given: 
score is sum of trials. 
Reliability: 
.67 
Validity: 
.92 determined according to relative position of 
persons following a round robin tournament in which 
each match consisted of 20 points. 
TeScales: 
See Table 10, Page 142 in Reference 2~ 
References: 
--l.Dyer, Joanna Thayer: The Backboard Test of Tennis 
·- Abili t~, Suppl. to R.Q.., March, 1935; and Revision 
of Bac~oard Test of Tennis Ability, R.~., Vo1.9, 
~o. 1, March, 1938. 
2. Scott, M. Gladys and French, Esther: Evalua ti. on 
~n Pl~sical EducatiRij• st. Louis: The c. v. Mosby 
ompa y, 1950, pp 13 -142. 
C-31 
SPORTS SKILLS 
VOLLEYBALL 
"Brady Volleyball Test" 
Facilities: 
Smooth Wall with a horizontal che,lk line 5 feet 
long and llt feet above the floor. Vertical lines 
should be drawn extending upward toward the ce iling 
a t the ends of the horizontal line. 
Equipment: 
Volleyball, stop watch. 
Description: 
Tester signals, "ready, go," testee (standing where-
ever he wishes) throws ball against wall. When ball 
returns to player, he volleys it against wall and 
within chalk lines. If ball gets cought or out of 
control , it is started again a s a t the beginning of 
test, 
Scoring: 
One point fo r each time ball is legally volleyed 
against wall in one minu te, within chalk lines . 
Reliability: 
.925, as determined by test-retest method for college 
men, ( 282) .. 
Validity: 
.86, determined against cor relation of s ubjective 
judgments of 4 judges. 
Reference: 
1. :Brady, George F. : of 
Volleyball Playing 
No . 1, March, 1945 
2. Mathews, Donald K., Measurement in Physical 
Education. w. B. Saunders Company, 1958, pp. 179-
l80, 
c- 4-o 
SPCHTS SKILI,S 
VOL1~YB.ALL 
11 Rep~a t~_9:_.Yolleys n ( French- Coo_:Q_er) 
Facilities: 
Unobstructed wall sp~ce 10 feet long and 15 feet high. 
A line 10 fe e t long marked on tbe wall a t net height, 7t feet from the floor. On the f loo r , oppo Gite the 
wal l ma rkings, line 10 fe e t long and 3 feet from 
the wall. 
Ecuipment: 
Well inflated balls, stop watch. 
Descriptj....£!!: 
Testee stands behind the 3-foot line, and tosses the 
ball to the wall wi th an underhand movement. He volleys 
it repeatedly aga inst the wall above the netline for 
fifteen seconds. The b all may be se t up as many times 
a s desired . Ten tri als are given. 
Scoring: 
The score for one tri al is the number of times the 
ball is clearly ba tted (not tossed) from behind the 
3-foot line on tbe f loor to the wall above or on the 
net line. The score for the test i s the sum of the 
five best trials out of ten. 
Reliabilit;y: 
.78 by the odd-even method. 
Validity: 
• 72 
T- Scales: 
-----va ilable in Refe rence 2 , pp 148-1 49 . 
References: 
1. French, Esther, Gnd Cooper, Bernice : Achi eve-
men t Tests in Volleyball for High SchqQl Girls, 
Res~ Q.., 8: May 1937, p. 150_. 
2. Scott, M. Gladys and French, ~sther : Evaluation 
in Physi cal Educeti on. St. Louis: The C. V. 
Mosby Company, 1950, pp . 145-1 52. 
SPORTS SKILLS 
"Serve" (French-Cooper) 
Facili t i es : 
Regulati on c ourt and tightly strung ne t • 
. -~··# 
d. 4-
1 3 .r 
I ~ + 
N£T 
Eo ui:p_ment: 
Well-infla ted balls. 
Description: 
Testee stands in the proper serving area on the 
court oppo s ite the t a r get and i s given ten tri a ls 
to serve the ball into t he t a rget in the court 
a cross the net. 
S cori ng : 
The s core va lues a re indica t ed on the diagram. 
Ten tria l s should be a llowed. 
Reliabilitv: 
-----.68 b~the odd-even method~ 
V8,lidi ty: 
.63 
T-Sca les: 
Ava ilable in Re ference 2 , pp 148-149. 
Ref erences: 
----1. French, Esther, and Cooper, Bernice: ~chieve­
:Q}~nt Te s t s _i!!_Y.Q lleyE_e,ll fo .!:.__]:-T_i gh School Girls, 
Re s • r.:, . , 8 : Jt::a y 1 'd 3 7 , p. 1 5 0 4 
2 . Scott, M. Gl adys and French, :ITs ther: Evalu~tion. 
in Phys ical :Sduca tion . St. Loui s: The C. V,.. 
J,.[osby Compa t1y , 1 950, pn. 145-15 2. 
C-41 
CHAPI'ER IV 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Recommendations are made for further compulation 
of various tests in other areas such as anthropometry, 
circulation and respiration, and knowledge and under-
standing tests. Tests could also be compiled in other 
sports such as skill tests in bowling, diving, fencing, 
gymnastics and riflery. 
9. 
